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Notes
on the 2012 Edition:
  
   This catalogue lists all SLBS publications as at March 31, 2012 numerically, sectionally and by subject. The ICS numbers for the standards adopted are also included. A complete list of compulsory standards is provided and identified by
asterisk.
  
   The standards adopted by the SLBS are based wherever possible on regional and international standards such as that
of the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO), and CODEX Alimentarius.
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Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

About the SLBS
MISSION STATEMENT - “To advance the improvement of the economy of Saint Lucia and the
quality of life of its people by promoting quality, standardization and metrology.”

   The Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards (SLBS) was established under the Standards Act (#14) of
1990, and commenced operations on 01 April 1991. The affairs of the SLBS are directed by a broad
based fifteen (15) member Standards Council, which is the policy making body for supervising and
controlling the administration and financial management of the SLBS. The Director of the SLBS is the
Chief Executive, who manages the day-to-day administration of the institution.
   Broadly, the Standards Act provides for the preparation and promotion of standards in relation to
goods, services, processes and practices used or produced locally.
   The SLBS also administers the Metrology Act No. 17 of 2000. This legislation gives the Organization
the responsibility to regulate all weights and measures activities on the island.
   The SLBS executes its mandate through the following programmes: Standards Development;
Certification; Compulsory Standards Compliance, Metrology, Information Services and Technical
Assistance.
   The SLBS has forged partnerships and alliances with many regional and international standard
setting bodies such as the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), the Caricom Regional
Organization for Standards and Quality (CROSQ) and is an affiliate of; International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC), American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), British Standards Institute
(BSI) and member of the Pan American Standards Commission (COPANT). The SLBS serves as the
Enquiry Point for the World Trade Organization’s Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT)
and the contact point for CODEX (the joint commission between the FAO and WHO), which is
responsible for developing International Food Standards. The SLBS, through CARICOM (is signatory
to the International Committee of Weights and Measures (CIPM), Mutual Recognition Arrangment
(MRA), and is an Associate of the General Conference of Weights and Measures (CGPM).
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Functions of The Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards
   In order to promote the general welfare of the nation, the aims and objectives of the Saint Lucia
Bureau of Standards are as follows:

(1) To co-ordinate standardization and related activities at all levels (e.g. company, national, regional
and international);
(2) To prepare and promulgate national standards;
(3) To promote and encourage the maintenance of standards for the improvement of goods and
services processes and practices either produced or used in Saint Lucia.
(4) To promote quality control in industry;
(5) To verify quality through inspection, testing and certification;
(6) To ensure industrial efficiency and development;
(7) To utilize standards to promote trade and safeguard the nation against "dumping" of goods of
inferior quality;
(8) To regulate all weights and measures activities to facilitate fair trading activities.
(9) To inform policy makers on all standardization and other relevant technical matters which
require policy formulation.

Technical Committees of the Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards
   Standards are formulated by the work of technical committees comprising persons from various
interest groups such as producers, consumers, technologists and professionals from both private
and public sectors. This type of partnership allows for transparency, openness and consensus to be
achieved in the development of each standard. This approach, although time consuming, allows for
adopted standards to be more readily accepted by all parties.
   The following Technical Committees operate under the auspices of the SLBS.

TC #
TC 1
TC 3
TC 4
TC 5
TC 6
TC 7
TC 8
TC 9
TC 10
TC 11
TC 12
TC 13
TC 14
TC 15
TC 16
TC 17
Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

Technical Committee/Working Group
National CODEX and Food Safety
Chemicals and Chemical Products
Construction and Engineering
Environmental Management
Tourism
Advertising
Metrology
Telecommunications
Mechanical Engineering Products and Practices
Blood Bank and Transfusion Services
Furniture
Electrical and Electronics
General Consumer Products
Beauty Wellness Facilities and Services
Early Childhood Development Services
Social Responsibility
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How Saint Lucia National Standards are Developed
   Saint Lucia National Standards are developed in accordance with the WTO’s Code of Good
Practice for the Preparation, Adoption and Application of Standards. The following outlines the
process undertaken:
-

The preparation of standards is undertaken upon the Standards Council’s authorization.
Recommendations are made to the Standards Council based on requests from national organizations
such as Consumer Association, the general public, existing technical committees, or SLBS staff.

-

If the project is approved, it is referred to the appropriate technical committee, or in the absence
of an appropriate technical committee, if deemed necessary, a new technical committee is formed.
A technical committee comprises of experts and stakeholders in the relevant field and a SLBS staff
member serves as a technical secretary.

-

The technical committee prepares a draft document which is then made available for general public
comment. All interested parties, by means of a notice in the press, are invited to comment within a
60-day period. In addition, copies are forwarded to relevant stakeholders and agencies as well as
those known to be interested in the subject. If the standard is to be declared mandatory, the WTO
has to be notified.

-

The technical committee reviews all comments received and takes appropriate comments into
account when finalising the draft. The final draft is then recommended to the Standards Council for
adoption as a national standard. Upon approval by the Standards Council’s a notice is published
in the gazette and local newspapers, and copies are made available for purchasing.

-

If compliance with the standard is deemed necessary for the health and safety of consumers, Council
may recommend to the Minister of Commerce to declare the standard compulsory. If necessary the
Minister of Commerce may seek to obtain the formal concurrence of any other Minister who may
be responsible for any area which the standard may affect. The compulsory standard is then sent
to the Attorney General’s Office for vetting and final review to ensure compliance with current
legislation. Even if it is recommended as a voluntary standard, the relevant Minister should be
apprised of its development and comments sought before a final draft is prepared.

-

A national standard is normally reviewed and updated every five years in an effort to reflect
the latest developments in safety and technology, as well as current realities in the marketplace
and consumer demands. Amendments to, and revisions of standards normally require the same
procedure as is applied to the preparation of the original standard.

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards
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Purchasing Standards
   The following schedule lists the price codes for SLBS standards. Purchases can be made by phone,
fax e-mail or using the order form at the back of this catalogue. The cost of postage whether by air or
surface will be added to the cost of all overseas purchases

Class		

No. of Pages			

Price (EC Dollars)

						

Hard Copy

PDF Copy

A		

1-10				

$20.00

$14.00

B		

11-20				

$30.00

$21.00

D		
Class

>30				
No. of Pages

$50.00

E		

1-10
Draft				

Purchasing Standards

The following schedule lists the price codes for SLBS standards. Purchases can be made by
phone, fax, e-mail or using the order form at the back of this catalogue. The cost of postage
C		
$40.00
whether by air
or surface will21-30				
be added to the cost of all overseas
purchases. $28.00

A
B
C
D
E

11-20
21-30
>30
Draft

Price $35.00
(EC Dollars)
Hard Copy
PDF Copy
$20.00
$14.00
Free
$30.00
$21.00
$40.00
$28.00
$50.00
$35.00
Free

International
Standards
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
   The
The Bureau’s
Information Centre maintains for reference various standards catalogues and a limSLBS Information Centre maintains for reference various standards catalogues and a
ited limited
collectioncollection
of international,
regional, national,
miscellaneous
standards of various
of international,
regional,industry,
national,and
industry,
and miscellaneous
organizations.
These
can
be
purchased
from
the
Saint
Lucia
Bureau
of
Standards.
standards of various organizations. These can be purchased from the Saint Lucia Bureau
of Standards.

STANDARDS & TRADE
STANDARDS & TRADE
It’s called the “global marketplace” however, the borders
still haven’t
gone away.
It’s called the “global
marketplace”
however, the borders
still haven’t gone away.

Local/international requirements and regulations can
still
keep your products
and services
out of foreign
Local/international
requirements
and regulations
can
markets.
The
Saint
Lucia
Bureau
of
Standards
can
still keep your products and services out of foreign
markets.
Saint Lucia
Bureau of Standards
help.
Our The
Information
Department
can help can
youhelp.
find
Information
Department
can help you
find the
theOur
information
you
need on Standards,
Conformity
information you need on Standards, Conformity
Assessment
and related trade policy information.
Assessment and related trade policy information.

A smart exporter is an alert exporter. Contact us at:
A smart exporter is an alert exporter. Contact us at:

Box CP 5412, Castries
CP 5412, Castries
Phone: Box
758-453-0049/456-0546
Phone: 758-453-0049/456-0546
Fax: 758-452-3561
Fax: 758-452-3561
E-mail:
slbs@candw.lc
E-mail: slbs@candw.lc
Website:
www.slbs.org.lc
Website: www.slbs.org.lc
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Numerical Listing of National Standards
(*denotes compulsory standards)

Reference Number		

Title

*SLNS 1: 1992			

Specification for Margarine & Cooking Margarine
This standard prescribes requirements for margarine and cooking margarine to be sold in Saint Lucia, and includes methods of sampling and
test. It does not apply to any product containing less than 80% by weight
(mass) of fat which is labeled so as not to be mistaken for margarine.

				

14 pages						

*SLNS 2:1992			

Specification for Shortening

ICS # 67.200.10

This standard prescribes requirements for products sold as shortening
in Saint Lucia. It includes specifications of composition, methods of
sampling and analysis, and guidance on the use of food additives
				

12 pages						

SLNS 3: 1992			

Specification for Toilet & Laundry Soaps

ICS # 62.200.10

This standard prescribes the requirements for toilet soap and laundry
soap to be sold in Saint Lucia.
Medicated soaps, antiseptic soaps, and disinfectant soaps are not covered by this standard, but may be regulated under the Food and Drugs
laws of Saint Lucia.
				

20 pages						

* SLNS 4: 1992		

Specification for Biscuits

ICS # 71.100.70

This standard prescribes basic and general requirements for biscuits to
be sold in Saint Lucia. Biscuits may also be subject to regulation under
the island’s food laws. Conformity to this standard should help manufacturers to meet the legal requirements. This standard does not apply
to "crackers."
		

16 pages						

ICS # 67.060.01

* Compulsory Standards

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards
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SLNS 5: 1992			

Cosmetics Part 1: General Requirements
This standard specifies the general requirements for the manufacture of
cosmetic products. Every attempt should be made to apply the guidelines provided except where specific requirements have been elsewhere
prescribed.

				

7 pages							

ICS # 71.100.70

SLNS 6: 1992			

Specification for Paint: Interior & Exterior- Emulsion Type, Flat		
This standard applies to emulsion paint for interior and exterior use on
masonry surfaces including concrete, brick, stucco, concrete block and
on primed wood.

				

5 pages							

ICS # 87.040.01

SLNS 7: 1992			

Specification for Paint: Interior & Exterior- Oil Modified Alkyd
This standard applies to ready mixed alkyd paint for interior and exterior applications. The material is used for protection and decoration of
wood and metal and is normally applied as a painting system over suitable priming paints.

				

5 pages							

SLNS 8: 1992			

Method of Tests for Paints and Surface Coatings

ICS # 87.040.01

This standard specifies basic methods for testing the physical properties
of paints and surface coatings.
				

21 pages						

SLNS 9 Pt. 1: 1992		

Specification for Toilet Tissue in Roll Form, Single Ply

ICS # 87.020.01

This standard prescribes the requirements for toilet tissue paper in the
single-ply roll form.
				

3 page							

SLNS 9 Pt. 2: 1992		

Specification for Toilet Tissue in Roll Form, Two Ply

ICS #85.080.20

This standard prescribes the requirements for toilet tissue paper in the
two ply roll form.
				

11 pages						

ICS # 85.040.20

				
* Compulsory Standards
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*SLNS 10:1992		
		

Specification for Wheat Flour
This standard applies to wheat flour (also called flour, white flour, or enriched flour) that is intended for human consumption, made from clean,
sound and marketable grades of millable wheat grains of the species
Triticum aestivum L. (common wheat) or from Triticum compactum
Host. (club wheat). It does not apply to:
(a) any product made from durum wheat (hard wheat, T. durum
Desf.);
(b) whole wheat flour, whole meal flour or semolina made from common wheat or club wheat, or mixtures thereof;
(c) wheat flour to be used in brewing, for the production of starch or
gluten, or for non-food use;
(d) wheat flour in which the protein content has been reduced;
(e)		wheat flour subjected to special treatments other than bleaching or
drying; or
(f) wheat flour containing ingredients not mentioned in Section 4.2
(such as self-raising flour).

				

17 pages						

*SLNS 11:1992		
		

Specification for Coconut Oil
This standard prescribes the requirements and methods of sampling
and test for coconut oil intended for edible and industrial use at the commercial level.

				

8 pages							

*SLNS 12:2003		

Specification for Rum

				
				

ICS # 67.060.01

ICS # 67.200.10

This standard prescribes the general requirements, packaging, labelling,
methods of sampling and analysis for rum produced in St. Lucia and
traded in the CARICOM region and overseas markets.
20 pages						

ICS # 67.160.10

* Compulsory Standards
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*SLNS 13: 2006		
				

Specification for Packaged Water – Mineral Water, Spring Water,
Purified Water (revised 2000)
This standard specifies requirements for the purity, treatment, bacteriological acceptability, packaging and labelling of spring waters, mineral
waters, and purified waters that are pre-packaged for sale and used as
beverages or in foods.
This standard does not apply to water distributed by the public water
supply system, to the carbonated beverage soda water, or to bottled water sold for purposes other than as a beverage.
This standard should be used in conjunction with the Saint Lucia Code
of Hygienic Practice for the Collecting, Processing and Marketing of
Packaged Water (SLCP 4: 2003). See 67.250

				

39 pages						

SLNS 14: 1992			

Specification for Canned Vegetables

ICS # 67.250.01

This standard applies to canned vegetables as defined in Section 2, and
includes general requirements for hygiene in production, packaging, labelling, the quality and safety of ingredients and food additives.
This standard does not apply to the following:(a) canned vegetable soups or stews, with or without meat;
(b) canned vegetables represented as specially prepared for feeding
infants, for use by diabetics, or that contain meat of fish;
(c) canned sauces;
(d) canned vegetable pickles; or
(e) cooked vegetables preserved by freezing in flexible hermeticallysealed packages.
				

37 pages						

SLNS 15: 1992			

Specification for Gerberas

ICS # 67.080.01

The purpose of this standard is to define the quality requirements of
fresh gerberas at the dispatching stage after preparation and packaging.
				

3 pages							

SLNS 16: 1992			

Specification for Crotons

ICS # 65.020.20

The purpose of this standard is to define quality requirements for crotons at the dispatching stage, after preparation and packaging.
				

3 pages							

ICS # 65.020.20

* Compulsory Standards
Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards
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*SLNS 17: 1992		
				

Requirements for Labelling - Labelling of Retail Packages of
Cigarettes
This standard specifies the information, the method of display of such
information, and the wording and presentation of a health warning to
be included on the labels of retail packages of cigarettes intended to be
sold in Saint Lucia and the Caribbean Community.
This standard applies to the labelling of individual packs of cigarettes
intended for retail sale in the Saint Lucia and the Caribbean Community.
This standard does not apply to the labelling of collective units of such
individual packs, irrespective of sizes, (For example, a collective unit
may be a carton containing ten packs, each of which contains twenty
cigarettes).

				

6 pages							

*SLNS 18 Pt 1: 1993		

Specification for Labelling of Commodities- General Requirements

ICS # 65.160.01

The purpose of this standard is to describe general labelling requirements for commodities. It is applicable to all commodities which are
customarily labelled in the course of trade, except those for which more
specific requirements have been elsewhere prescribed.
					
*SLNS 18 Pt. 2: 1993 		
				

3 pages					

ICS # 55.200.

Specification for Labelling of Commodities – Labelling of
Pre-packaged Goods
This standard sets out requirements for the information to be included
on labels of goods pre-packaged for retail sale, the method of display of
such information, and where necessary, the wording to be used.

				

This standard does not apply to the following:
(a) goods or classes of goods where different or additional
information is prescribed by any Saint Lucia Standard or model regulations approved by the Saint Lucia Authority concerned;
(c) goods intended for export only, which comply with the requirements of standards or laws on labelling in force in the country to
which they are being exported;
(c) cases where any Saint Lucian Standard for any goods or classes of
goods make differing provisions for labelling: in such cases, the provision of that standard shall prevail over the provisions of this standard;
(d) gift-wrapped goods.

				
Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards
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*SLNS 18 Pt. 3: 1997		

Labelling of Commodities – Labelling of Pre-packaged Food
This standard applies to the labelling of all pre-packaged foods to be
offered as such to the consumer or for catering purposes and to certain
aspects relating to the presentation thereof.
This standard is not applicable to a food which is:
(a) sold unpackaged, or in an open or uncovered package;
(b) weighed or measured in or counted into the package in the presence
of the purchaser, or weighed, measured or counted in the presence
of the purchaser before being packaged;
(c) pre-packaged from bulk at the place where the food is sold
by retail provided that there is placed on every package a
legible statement in English.

				

12 pages						

*SLNS 19: 2004		
				

Specification for Pasta Products

ICS # 67.250.01

This standard prescribes requirements for macaroni, spaghetti, vermicelli, noodles and egg noodles that are made in the form and materials described below. Pasta products used in preparing other foods (for
example, canned soups) or included in packages of ingredients that are
prepared for retail sale (for example, soup mixes, macaroni cheese) are
also covered by this standard. This standard does not apply to food in
forms resembling spaghetti or vermicelli made from rice, beans and, or
cereals other than wheat.

				

21 pages						

*SLNS 20: 1995		

Standard for Chocolate Confectionery & Cocoa Products

ICS # 67.060.01

This standard applies to the following products:
(a) chocolate confectionery;
(b) cocoa butter for use in foods, pharmaceuticals or cosmetics; and
(c) cocoa powder, c4reole cocoa for use in beverages or for flavouring;
This standard does not apply to:(a) foods other than chocolate confectionery where chocolate or cocoa
powder is merely a flavour, or
(b) pharmaceuticals or cosmetics including cocoa butter as an
ingredient.
				

24 pages						

ICS # 67.190.01

* Compulsory Standards
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*SLNS 21: 1995		

Specification for Spices and Sauces
This standard prescribes requirements for the identity, composition, purity, hygiene in processing, labelling, sampling and testing of the spices
and sauces. This standard does not apply to:
(a) ketchups, barbeque-flavour sauces;
(b) spices derived from plants not included in this standard;
(c) sauces made from recipes or formulae not included in this standard;
(d) vinegars flavoured with spices or plant materials, extracts; or
(e) essential oils, extracts, or oleo-resins derived from spices that are intended to be used as flavouring or colouring agents in food.
Requirements for other spices and sauces that become important in
Caribbean agriculture or regional trade may be added to this standard from time to time.

				

33 pages

		

		

ICS # 67.220.10

* Compulsory Standards

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards
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SLNS 22: 2003			

Standard for the Accommodation Sector
The content of this document sets out the minimum requirements for
the registration of hotels, guesthouses, apartments, villas and camping
grounds. The minimum standards in St. Lucia are intended to provide
high visitor satisfaction to ensure the continual enhancement and promotion of the tourism industry on the international market. An establishment shall not be registered unless the licensing body is satisfied
that it conforms to the requirements of these minimum standards. Once
registered, accommodation facilities will be closely monitored to ensure
that all services provided for guests are in keeping with these minimum
requirements. This standard sets out the minimum requirements for the
registration of hotels, guest houses, apartments and villas.The minimum
requirements do not extend to apartments let for residential purposes for
periods exceeding one month, premises used exclusively for the accommodation of persons in religious, educational or charitable institutions
or premises offering accommodation with less than four bedrooms.
The minimum requirements do not extend to:
(a) apartments let for residential purposes for periods exceeding one
month.
(b) premises used exclusively for the accommodation of persons in religious, education or charitable institutions.
(c) premises offering accommodation with less than six (6) bedrooms.
(d) camping grounds

				

26 pages						

ICS # 03.080.30

SLNS 23: 1996			
Specification for Brown Sugar
					
This standard prescribes the requirements for brown sugar which shall
be the unrefined crystalline product from washed healthy cane.
				

3 pages							

SLNS 24: 1996			

Specification for Powered Icing Sugar

ICS # 67.180.01

This standard prescribes the requirements for powdered (icing) sugar,
which is finely pulverized white sugar.
				

4 pages							

SLNS 25: 1996			

Specification for White Sugar

ICS # 67.180.01

This standard prescribes the requirements for dry, granulated white
sugar and excludes icing sugar.
				

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards
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SLNS 26: 1996			

Synthetic Laundry Detergent Powder
This standard applies to synthetic detergent in powdered form for use in
domestic laundering machines and hand laundering.

				

7 pages							

SLNS 27: 1996			

Specification for Liquid Whole Cow’s Milk		

ICS # 71.100.01

This standard prescribes the requirements and methods of test for
whole
cow's milk.
				

13 pages						

*SLNS 28: 1997		
				

Specification for Labelling of Retail Packages of Pesticides and other
Toxic Chemicals

ICS # 67.100.01

This standard specifies the information to be included on labels of pesticide packages intended for the retail trade and the information to be
included in the instructions printed on any leaflets accompanying the
packages.
				

16 pages						

SLNS 29: 1997:

Specification for Liquid Household Chlorine Bleaches		

		

ICS # 65.100.01

This standard specifies the requirements and methods of test for liquid
chlorine bleaches.
				

10 pages						

ICS # 71.100.35

SLNS 30: 1997			

Specification for Standard Hollow Concrete Blocks
This standard applies to hollow precast concrete blocks made from a
mixture of Portland cement, water and suitable aggregates, and intended for use in loadbearing and non-loadbearing masonry walls of
buildings.
It specifies requirements for general quality, classification, dimensions
and physical requirements for standard hollow concrete blocks.

				

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

25 pages						
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SLNS 31: 1997			

Specification for Whole Chicken (Eviscerated) and Chicken Parts
This standard prescribes the requirements and methods of test for whole
chicken (eviscerated) and chicken parts.

				
				
*SLNS 32:2000		

				
				
*SLNS 33: 2001		

It gives definitions of market classes of chicken, and requirements for
sanitation, plant hygiene, the dressing operation, grading, packaging,
labelling as well as pre and post-mortem inspection of poultry.
18 pages						

ICS # 67.120.20

Specification for Ketchup
This standard prescribes the requirements for ketchup, catsup, catsup
hereinafter referred to as ketchup, made from the juice, paste, puree
or any combination of these which have been derived from clean and
sound tomato, banana, pumpkin, christophine or other suitable vegetable material.
26 pages						

ICS # 67.080.20

Specification for Labelling of Brewery Products
This standard specifies requirements for labelling of brewery products
to be sold in Saint Lucia. It does not cover beverages sold under common
names, including the words “beer” and “ale”, that are not derived from
cereals (for example, ginger beer, ginger ale, root beer).

				

6 pages							

SLNS 34:2001		

Specification for Avocadoes

ICS # 67.160.01

This standard applies to avocadoes (Persea Americana Mill.), grown in
Saint Lucia to be supplied fresh to the consumer market and excludes
products for industrial processing.
				

5 pages							

ICS # 67.080.01

* Compulsory Standards
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SLNS 35:2001		

Specification for Hot Peppers
This standard applies to hot peppers [Capsicum Frutescens (L) Sendt],
grown in Saint Lucia to be supplied fresh to the consumer market and
excludes products for industrial processing.

				

5 pages							

SLNS 36:2001			

Specification for Mango

			
				
SLNS 37:2001		

ICS # 67.080.01

This standard applies to mangoes (Mangifera Indica L.), grown in Saint
Lucia to be supplied fresh as ripe fruit to the consumer market and excludes products for industrial processing
5 pages							

ICS # 67.080.01

Specification for Plantain
This standard applies to plantains (Musa paradisiaca L.), grown in Saint
Lucia to be supplied fresh to the consumer market and excludes products for industrial processing.

				

5 pages							

SLNS 38:2001

Specification for Breadfruit

		

ICS # 67.080.01

This standard applies to breadfruit (Artocarpus Altilis), grown in Saint
Lucia to be supplied fresh to the consumer market and excludes products for industrial processing.
				
SLNS 39:2001		

5 pages							

ICS # 67.080.01

Specification for Dasheen
This standard applies to dasheen (Colocasia esculenta (L) schott), grown
in Saint Lucia to be supplied fresh to the consumer market and excludes
products for industrial processing.

				

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

5 pages							
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SLNS 40:2001

		

Specification for Advertising
This standard sets out general requirements for the contents of advertising, shown or consumed, under local control in Saint Lucia, in any
medium whether foreign or locally generated. The advertising of pesticides is not covered by this standard as statutory control of the advertisements of these products is covered by the Pesticides and Toxic
Chemicals Control Act 2001.
It also includes requirements for the advertising of special classes of
goods or services, or directed to special categories of consumers, or in
certain media.
Statutory control of advertisements in all media for foods and drugs is
exercised under the Foods and Drugs (Advertisements) Ordinance 1961
which provides fully for truthful presentations in a manner consistent
with this standard. These classes of goods are therefore not specifically
covered by this standard.

				

20 pages						

*SLNS 41:2001		

Specification for Pneumatic Tyres for passenger vehicles

ICS # 03.080.20

This standard specifies tyre designation, labelling and laboratory test
and performance requirements for physical dimensions, strength, endurance, bead unseating resistance and high speed performance for new
and used pneumatic tyres intended for passenger vehicles with rim code
diameters from 254 mm (10 in) to 483 mm (19 in).
				

21 pages						

* SLNS 42:2005

Specification for Pneumatic Tyres for non-Passenger Vehicles

ICS # 83.160.10

This standard establishes the physical dimensions, performance and
marking requirements for pneumatic tyres for use on multipurpose vehicles, trucks, buses, trailers and motorcycles. Test methods for determining conformity to the performance requirements are also included
				

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards
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SLNS 43: 2006
		
				
				

Specification for Filling, Handling, Storage, Transportation and
Location of Portable Cylinders for Liquefied Petroleum Gases – 		
(LPG)
This standard covers basic safety requirements for the filling, handling
and storage of portable cylinders of Liquefied Petroleum Gases (LPG) at
the cylinder filling plants and the positioning of cylinders at the premises of the consumers. Where the word “cylinder” is used the reference
is to “portable cylinders.” This standard does not cover safety installation requirements beyond the first stage regulator except for the use of
flexible hose. The requirements of this standard are not intended to preclude the use of alternative materials, designs and methods where these
provide equivalent and approved standards of safety.

		

16 pages

SLNS 44: 2006
		
				

					

ICS # 75.200.01

Standard for Inspection, Testing and Re-qualification of Portable
Containers for Liquefied Petroleum Gases (LPG)
This standard specifies the minimum requirements for the periodic inspection, testing and requalification of containers of liquefied petroleum
gases to verify their integrity for further service. It does not exclude the
application of additional national requirements nor does it preclude the
use of alternative methods where they provide equivalent methods of
safety.

				

18 pages						

SLNS 46:2002			

Guidelines for the Development of National Standards

				
				

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

ICS # 75.200.01

The purpose of this document is to provide general guidelines for the
drafting of Saint Lucia National Standards.
13 pages						
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SLNS 47: 2011

Requirements for the Marking and Labelling of Gas Cylinders
This standard specifies the requirements for the labelling and marking
of industrial and domestic gas cylinders for identification of contents
and associated hazards. It covers fixed or portable cylinders intended
for the storage or transport of compressed gases. This standard does not
cover:
a) fire extinguishers or aerosol dispensers and cylinders;
b) containers that are pressurized for the purpose of transporting solids
or liquids, e.g. cylinders pressurized with air for the transport of cement;
c) cylinders that form part of the working mechanism of a vehicle e.g.
a compressed air tank for a compressed air braking system;
d) gas cylinders intended for use on aircraft or sea going vessels (other than barges and fixed or floating platforms used in the petroleum
and other industries); and
e) medical gas cylinders.
It should not be assumed that every applicable safety precaution is contained in this standard.

				

11 pages						

*SLNS 48:2006		

Labelling of Commodities – Labelling of Furniture

				

This standard describes the labelling requirements for furniture, when
offered for sale in St Lucia, whether locally manufactured or imported.
		
10 pages						
ICS # 97.140.01

*SLNS 51:2002		
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ICS # 23.020.30

Christmas Tree and Other Decorative Lighting Outfits
These requirements cover Christmas tree and decorative-lighting outfits
to be used in accordance with the Saint Lucia Electricity Supply Act of
1994, in particular clause 22, section 1. It covers factory-assembled strings
with push-in, midget-base, or miniature based lamp holders connected
in series for across-the-line use; or with candelabra, or intermediatebase lamp holders connected in parallel (multiple) for direct-connection
use. These requirements also cover seasonal decorative outfits such as
wreaths, stars, crosses, candle sets, artificial trees, tree stands and commercial motorised decorative displays. All illuminated assemblies are
for the use with replaceable screw base or push-in filament-type lamps
and are provided with a means for attachment to an electrical outlet.
30 pages						
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*SLNS 53:2002		

				
SLNS 55:2001		

Labelling of Domestic Electrical Appliances
This standard prescribes the compulsory labelling requirements for domestic electrical appliances and shall be read in conjunction with:
SLNS 18 Pt 1: 1993 Specification for Labelling of Commodities – General
Requirements. See 55.200
SLNS 18 Pt 2: 1993 Specification for Labelling of Commodities – Labelling of Pre-packaged Goods. See 55.200
8 pages							

ICS # 97.030.01

Specification for Watermelon
This standard applies to watermelon (Citrullus lanatus Thunb.), grown
in the Windward Islands to be supplied fresh to the consumer market
and excludes products for industrial processing.

				

6 pages							

SLNS 56:2001		

Specification for Soursop

ICS # 67.080.01

This standard applies to soursop (Annona muricata L.), grown in the
Windward Islands to be supplied fresh to the consumer market and excludes products for industrial processing.
				

6 pages							

SLNS 57:2001		

Specification for Pumpkin

ICS # 67.080.01

This standard applies to pumpkin (Cucurbit pepo Duch. ex Lam.), grown
in the Windward Islands to be supplied fresh to the consumer market
and excludes products for industrial processing
				

5 pages							

SLNS 58:2001			

Specification for Passion Fruit

ICS # 67.080.01

This standard applies to passion fruit (Passiflora edulis Sims), grown in
the Windward Islands to be supplied fresh to the consumer market and
excludes products for industrial processing.
				

6 pages							

SLNS 59:2001		

Specification for Papaya

ICS # 67.080.01

This standard applies to papaya (Carica papaya L.), grown in the Windward Islands to be supplied fresh as ripe fruit to the consumer market
and excludes products for industrial processing
				

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

6 pages							
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SLNS 60:2001			

Specification for Golden Apples
This standard applies to golden apples (Spondias cytherea L.), grown in
the Windward Islands to be supplied fresh to the consumer market and
excludes products for industrial processing.

				

6 pages							

SLNS 61:2001		

Specification for Waternut

ICS # 67.080.01

This standard applies to waternut (Cocos nucifera L.), grown in the
Windward Islands to be supplied fresh to the consumer market and excludes products for industrial processing.
				

6 pages							

SLNS 62:2001		

Specification for Ginger

ICS # 67.080.01

This standard applies to ginger (Zingiber officinalle Rose), grown in
the Windward Islands to be supplied fresh to the consumer market and
excludes products for industrial processing.
				

6 pages							

SLNS 63:2001		

Specification for Eddoes

ICS # 67.080.01

This standard applies to eddoes grown in the Windward Islands to be
supplied in its fresh form to the consumer market and excludes products
for industrial processing.
				

6 pages							

SLNS 64:2001		

Specification for Dry Coconut

ICS # 67.080.01

This standard applies to dry coconut (Cocos nucifera L), grown in the
Windward Islands to be supplied in its fresh dry de-husked form to the
consumer market and excludes products for industrial processing.
				

6 pages							

SLNS 66: 2005

Specification for Yeast Bread and Rolls
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ICS # 67.080.01

This standard sets out the requirements for yeast bread and rolls.
34 pages

ICS # 67.060.01
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*SLNS 69:2003		

Standard for Rice – Specification, Sampling, Tests and Analysis
This standard prescribes the requirements for grades of paddy, cargo
rice, milled rice; cargo parboiled rice and milled parboiled rice. It also
specifies the general conditions for sampling and the methodologies for
assessing the various factors used in determining the quality of rice.

				

21 pages						

SLNS 70: 2006

Specification for Aggregates for Concrete

		

This standard applies to naturally occurring sand, gravel and stone,
crushed or uncrushed, intended for use in the production of concrete for
normal constructional purposes. It does not apply to material having a
specific gravity less than 2.3, in its dry state.
			
43 pages
ICS #

91.100.30
SLNS 71:2003

ICS # 67.230.01

		

Steel Bars for the Reinforcement of Concrete
This national standard specifies requirements for carbon steel bars for
the reinforcement of concrete. It covers hot worked and cold worked
bars that are plain and weldable, plain and non-weldable, deformed
and weldable, or deformed and non-weldable. It applies to bars that
have minimum yield strengths of 250 MPa, 300 MPa, 420 MPa and 460
MPa respectively. This standard covers carbon steel bars from billets of
known composition that are manufactured by acceptable methods for
making steel such as the open-hearth, basic oxygen and the electric-arcfurnace processes. Bars produced by re-lolling finished products or by
rolling material of which the metallurgical history is not known are not
covered by this standard.

				
SLNS 73:2009		

26 pages						

ICS # 77.140.15

Standard for Water Based Tourism
This standard provides guidance to tourism development agencies,
water sports operators and their staff who are involved in water-based
tourism activities. The requirements of this standard do not extend to
the activities associated with the local fishing industry.

				

32 pages						

SLNS 74: 2006			

Standard for Tourism Ground Transportation

ICS# 03.200.01

Tourism taxi drivers, safari jeep drivers and horse and carriage operators certified by the Ministry of Tourism. All approved tourism car rental companies. All approved tourism establishments that conduct bicycle
and motor bike tours.
				
Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

18 pages						
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SLNS 75: 2003			

Standard for Food and Beverage Preparation Service
The minimum requirements extend only to those restaurants that have
applied to the Ministry of Tourism to be a recognised establishment targeting tourists. All restaurants located at an accommodation facility are
recognised automatically as establishments targeting tourists.

				

29 pages						

ICS # 03.080.30

SLNS 76: 2011

Standard Specification for Liquefied Petroleum Gases
This specification covers those products commonly referred to as liquefied petroleum gases consisting of propane, propene (propylene), butane and mixtures of those materials. Three basic types of liquefied petroleum gases are provided to cover the common use applications.
This specification is applicable to products intended for use as domestic,
commercial and industrial heating and engine fuels.
The values stated in SI units are to be regarded as the standard. The imperial values are given for information.
This standard does not purport to address all of the safety concerns,
if any, associated with its use. It is the responsibility of the user of this
standard to establish appropriate health and safety practices and determine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

				

5 pages

*SLNS 77: 2003		

Standard for Brewery Products

ICS # 75.160.10

This standard specifies requirements for brewery products to be sold
in Saint Lucia. It does not cover beverages sold under common names
including the words “beer”, “ale”, that are not derived from cereals (for
example, ginger beer, ginger ale, root beer).
				

13 pages						

*SLNS 79: 2004		

Standard for Carbonated Beverages

ICS# 67.160.10

This standard prescribes the requirements and the methods of test for
carbonated beverages.
				

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

41 pages						
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SLNS 80: 2005			

Specification for Steel Nails
This standard specifies requirements, including dimensions, materials,
finish and sampling for the types of steel nails listed below:
a) Wire nails; and
b) Cut nails.
The following types of wire nails are covered by this standard:
a) round plain head nails;
b) round lost head nails;
c) clout or slate nails;
d) extra large head clout or felt nails;
e) panel pins;
f) plasterboard nails (jagged shank);
g) tile pegs;
h) spring head twisted shank nails;
i)

duplex head nails;

j)

helical threaded shank flat head nails;

k) square twisted shank flat head nails;
l)

fence staples;

m) poultry netting staples;
n) convex head roofing nails (chisel or diamond point);
o) pipe nails (chisel point);
p) hardboard panel pins (round shank);
q) hardboard panel pins (square shank);
r) lath nails;
s) washer head slab nails;
t) tenter hooks;
u) dowels;
v) oval brad head nails;
w) oval lost head nails;
x) annular ringed shank flat head nails; and
y) tram nails with flat or raised and chisel point.

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards
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The following types of cut nails are covered by this standard:
a) cut clasp nails; and
c) cut floor brads.
				

30 pages						

*SLNS 81: 2006		

Specification for Labelling of Plywood

ICS# 91.190.01

This National Standard specifies the minimum requirements for the labelling of plywood panels. It applies to plywood sold for general use
in Saint Lucia. This standard is not applicable to speciality plywood
panels such as:
a) paper overlaid plywood;
b) door skin plywood; and
c) firm-faced plywood
				

11 pages						

SLNS 83: 2010

Guidelines for Recreational Water Quality

ICS# 79.060.10

These guidelines prescribe requirements for recreational water quality
and apply to a range of public and private recreational water environments, such as coastal, estuarine waters and fresh water bodies in St.
Lucia.
These guidelines also apply to any artificially constructed flow-through
impoundment using water from sources described previously.
Swimming pools are subject to specific management practices and regulations intended to protect public health (for example disinfection standards) and are not covered by these guidelines.
These guidelines are set for three main categories of recreational activity:
a) primary contact recreation – where the body can be fully immersed
and there is the potential to swallow water, and one is in direct contact with the water EXAMPLE Swimming, diving, surfing
a) secondary contact recreation. There is direct contact with the water
but the chance of swallowing water is unlikely or limited.
EXAMPLE Boating, fishing, wading
b) passive recreation- no contact with the water and includes scenic appreciation, walking, picnicking, some sports, etc.
			

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

38 pages

ICS # 13.060.01
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SLNS 90: 2011

Energy Efficiency Labelling of Fluorescent Lamps
This National Standard specifies the method of energy efficiency classification of fluorescent lamps used for domestic and similar purposes,
the test methods and the features of the energy efficiency label.
This National Standard is applicable to tubular, circular and compact
fluorescent lamps using both integrated and non-integrated electromagnetic or electronic ballasts, with the following specifications:
1) rated power from 5 W to 110 W;
2) rated voltage between 100 V and 250 V for compact fluorescent
integrated ballasts;

with

3) E26 and E27 screw lamp holders for compact fluorescent with integrated ballasts
				
SLNS 91: 2011

15 pages						

#ICS 55.200.01

Energy Efficiency Labelling of Incandescent Lamps
This National Standard specifies the method of energy efficiency classification of incandescent lamps used for domestic and similar purposes,
the test methods and the features of the energy efficiency label.
This National Standard is applicable to incandescent lamps with tungsten filament for domestic and similar purposes that have:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

				

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

nominal power between 25 W and 200 W, including;
nominal voltage between 100 V and 250 V;
lamp with A, PS or PA shape;
bright, smooth or with white cover or equivalent lamp;
lamp holders E26 and E27.

15 pages						
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Numerical Listing of National Codes of Practice
SLCP 1 Pt. 1: 1995 		
				

Code of Practice for General Principles of Food Hygiene Part 1: 1995 Food Production and Processing
This code is intended to provide a basis for establishing codes of hygienic processing of individual food commodities. It covers raw material requirements, plant facilities and operating requirements, operating
requirements, and end product specifications.

				

17 pages						

ICS # 67.020.01

SLCP 2: 1998			

Code of Practice for the Processing and Handling of Frozen Foods
This code of practice sets out a series of requirements and practices to
be observed in the processing and handling of frozen foods in order to
maintain their quality up to the time of final sale.
This code of practice is intended to apply to frozen foods of all types
which have been subjected to the process of freezing set out in Section 4
of this code and which are offered for sale in the frozen state.
This code is intended to provide guidelines for the elaboration of
Codes of Practice or Standards for specific frozen products or groups of
products

				
SLCP 3: 2011

14 pages						

ICS # 67.020.01

Code of Practice for Product Recall Procedures
This Code of Practice provides guidelines to be followed by the responsible agencies in respect of any product which represents a hazard to the
consumer and or violates existing regulations.

				

9 pages				

SLCP 4: 2003 		
				

Code of Hygienic Practice for the Collecting, Processing and
Marketing of Packaged Waters

ICS # 19.020.01

This Code recommends appropriate general techniques for collecting
mineral water and spring water; and the treatment, bottling, packaging, storage, transport, distribution and sale of packaged water, so as to
guarantee a safe, healthy and wholesome product.
				

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

15 pages						
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SLCP 5: 2005			
				

Code of Hygiene Practice for the Preparation and Sale of Street
Vended Foods
This code contains a series of requirements and practices to be observed
in the preparation and sale in the street of food and beverages for direct
consumption without further processing or preparation.
This code shall apply to places where these are prepared, points where
these are sold and means of transport used.

				

13 pages						

SLCP 6: 2006			
				

Code of Practice for Packaging and Transport of Fresh Fruits and
Vegetables

ICS # 67.020.01

Code provides recommendations for the proper handling, grading,
packaging and transporting of fresh fruits and vegetables in order to
ensure produce quality at the points of purchase.
				

17 pages						

SLCP 7: 2006			
				

Code of Good Agricultural Practice for the Production of
Fresh Produce

ICS # 67.080.01

This code of practice describes the main requirements for good management practices that are necessary for the production of safe and healthy
fresh foods in an agricultural and environmentally sustainable manner.
These requirements are applicable to small, medium or large agricultural farms engaged in the production of fresh foods such as vegetables,
fruits and/or ground provisions. The code of practice does not set out to
provide detailed or prescriptive guidance on every aspect of fresh food
production.
				

21 pages						

SLCP 8: 2006 		

Code of Practice for Bakeries

ICS # 67.080.01

This code contains a series of requirements and practices to be observed
in the operations of bakeries. The code shall apply to the building where
bakery products are made, the transportation of these products and the
points of sale.
				

6 pages							

SLCP 9: 2006			

Code of Practice for the Storage of Tyres, Inner Tubes and Flaps

ICS # 67.020.01

This Code of Practice gives recommendations for storage of tyres, inner
tubes and flaps.
3 pages		
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SLCP 11: 2011

Code of Practice for Tour Guides
This Code of Practice establishes the minimum acceptable levels of service for tour guides operating in St. Lucia. It is also intended for use as
a quality tool by:

				
				
				
SLCP 12: 2011

a) tour guides and tourism service providers;
b) tour parties; and
c) relevant authorities and agencies responsible for tourism
17 pages

ICS# 03.080.30

Code of Practice for Inbound Tour Operators
This Code of Practice specifies acceptable guidelines recommended for
use as a quality tool by:
a)
b)
c)
d)

				
			

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

inbound tour operators;
tourism service providers;
tour parties; and
relevant authorities and agencies responsible for tourism within St.
Lucia.

This Code of Practice does not apply to self-guided tours.
18 pages

ICS# 03.080.30
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ISO Standards Adopted as Saint Lucia National Standards
Reference Number		

Title

SLNS/ISO 3893:1977		

Concrete – Classification by Compressive Strength
Establishes a system of classification for concrete according to its characteristic compressive strength at 28 days. The requirements set out in
the table apply to all types of concrete made with cements which are in
accordance with the general definition laid down in ISO/R 597.

				

1 page							

ICS # 91.100.30

SLNS/ISO 6782:1982

Aggregates for Concrete – Determination of Bulk Density
Specifies a method for the determination of the bulk density of dry or
moist aggregates (normal or lightweight) for concrete in either loose or
compacted condition. Describes apparatus, sampling, determination of
uncompacted and compacted bulk density, expression of results, and
test report.

				

2 page							

SLNS/ISO 8124-1: 2009
				
				

Safety of Toys Pt. 1 – Safety Aspects Related to Mechanical
and Physical Properties

				
				
SLNS/ISO 8124-2: 2007

ICS # 91.100.30

This standard applies to all toys i.e. any product or material designed
or clearly intended for play by children under 14 years of age. They are
applicable to a toy as it is initially received by the consumer and, in addition, they apply after a toy is subjected to reasonably foreseeable conditions of normal use and abuse unless specifically noted otherwise.
79 pages						

ICS # 97.200.50

Safety of Toys Pt. 2 – Flammability
This standard specifies the categories of flammable materials which are
prohibited in all toys and requirements concerning flammability of certain toys when they are submitted to a small source of ignition. Includes
general requirements relating to all toys and specific requirements and
methods of test relating to the following toys which are considered as
being those presenting the greatest hazard: beards, moustaches, wigs,
masks and other products worn on the head with pile, hair or other attached material; disguise costumes including the associated headgear,
and toys intended to be worn by a child; toys intended to be entered by
a child, such as a tent; filled soft toys with a pile surface or textile surface but excluding soft-bodied dolls with heads and limbs made entirely
from non-textile polymeric material.

				

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

15 pages						
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SLNS/ISO 8124-3: 1997

Safety of Toys Pt. 3 – Migration of Certain Elements
This part of the standard specifies maximum acceptable levels and
methods of sampling and extraction prior to analysis for the migration
of the elements antinomy, arsenic, barium, cadmium, chromium, lead,
mercury and selenium from toy materials and from parts of toys, except
materials, not accessible (see SLNS/ISO 8124-1).

`			
SLNS/ISO 8601:2004		
				

21 pages						

ICS # 97.200.50

Data Elements and Interchange Formats- Information
interchange- Representation of Dates and Time
This International Standard is applicable whenever representation of
dates in the Gregorian calendar, times in the 24-hour timekeeping system, time intervals and recurring time intervals or of the formats of these
representations are included in information interchange. It includes calendar dates expressed in terms of calendar year, calendar month and
calendar day of the month; ordinal dates expressed in terms of calendar
year and calendar day of the year; week dates expressed in terms of calendar year, calendar week number and calendar day of the week; local
time based upon the 24-hour timekeeping system; Coordinated Universal Time of day; local time and the difference from Coordinated Universal Time; combination of date and time of day; time intervals; recurring
time intervals. This International Standard does not cover dates and
times where words are used in the representation and dates and times
where characters are not used in the representation. This International
Standard does not assign any particular meaning or interpretation to
any data element that uses representations in accordance with this International Standard. Such meaning will be determined by the context
of the application.
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SLNS/ISO 9000: 2005

Quality Management Systems – Fundamentals and Vocabulary
This International Standard describes fundamentals of quality management systems, which form the subject of the ISO 9000 family, and defines related terms.
This International Standard is applicable to the following:
a) organizations seeking advantage through the implementation of a
quality management system;
b) organizations seeking confidence from their suppliers that their
product requirements will be satisfied;
c) users of the products;
d) those concerned with a mutual understanding of the terminology
used in quality management (e.g. suppliers, customers, regulators);
e) those internal or external to the organization who assess the quality
management system or audit it for conformity with the requirements
of ISO 9001 (e.g. auditors, regulators, certification/registration bodies);
f) those internal or external to the organization who give advice or
training on the quality management system appropriate to that organization;
g) developers of related standards.

		
SLNS/ISO 9001:2008

29 pages						

ICS # 03.120.10

Quality Management Systems – Requirements Corrigenda 2009
This standard specifies requirements for a quality management system
where an organisation:
a) needs to demonstrate its ability to consistently provide product that
meets customer and applicable regulatory requirements and
b) aims to enhance customer satisfaction through the effective application of the system, including processes for continual improvement
of the system and the assurance of conformity to customer and applicable regulatory requirements.
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SLNS/ISO 9004: 2000
				
		

		

		

Quality management systems -- Guidelines for performance
improvements
This International Standard provides guidelines beyond the requirements given in ISO 9001 in order to consider both the effectiveness and
efficiency of a quality management system, and consequently the potential for improvement of the performance of an organization. When compared to ISO 9001, the objectives of customer satisfaction and product
quality are extended to include the satisfaction of interested parties and
the performance of the organization.
This International Standard is applicable to the processes of the organization and consequently the quality management principles on which
it is based can be deployed throughout the organization. The focus of
this International Standard is the achievement of ongoing improvement,
measured through the satisfaction of customers and other interested
parties.
This International Standard consists of guidance and recommendations
and is not intended for certification, regulatory or contractual use, nor as
a guide to the implementation of ISO 9001.

				

46 pages						

ICS # 03.120.10

SLNS/ISO 14001:2004		
				

Environmental Management Systems: Specification with guidance
for Use
This standard gives requirements for an environmental management
system, to enable an organization to develop a policy and objectives taking into account legislative requirements and information about significant environmental impacts.

				

23 pages						

ICS # 13.020.10

SLNS/ISO 14004:2004		
				

Environmental Management Systems - General Guidelines on
Principles, Systems and Supporting Techniques
This standard contains guidelines on the development and
implementation of environmental management systems and principles, and
their coordination with other management systems. The guidelines are
intended for use as a voluntary, internal management tool and not to be
used as EMS certification criteria.
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SLNS/ISO 14020: 2000

		
		

		
				
SLNS/ISO 14024: 1999
				
				

				
				
SLNS/ISO 15189-1: 2007
				

Environmental labels and declarations -- General principles
This International Standard establishes guiding principles for the development and use of environmental labels and declarations. It is intended
that other applicable standards in the ISO 14020 series be used in conjunction with this International Standard.
This International Standard is not intended for use as a specification for
certification and registration purposes.
NOTE Other International Standards in the series are intended to be consistent with the principles set forth in this International Standard. Other
standards currently in the ISO 14020 series are ISO 14021, ISO 14024 and
ISO/TR 14025.
5 pages							

ICS # 13.020.50

Environmental labels and declarations -Type I environmental labelling -- Principles and procedures
This International Standard establishes the principles and procedures
for developing Type I environmental labelling programmes, including
the selection of product categories, product environmental criteria and
product function characteristics; and for assessing and demonstrating
compliance. This International Standard also establishes the certification
procedures for awarding the label.			
12 pages						

ICS # 13.020.50

Medical Laboratories – Particular Requirements for
Quality and Competence.
This standard specifies requirements for quality and competence
particular to medical laboratories.
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SLNS/ISO 15489-1:2001
				

Information and documentation -- Records management –
Part 1: General

				

This part of ISO 15489 provides guidance on managing records of originating organizations, public or private, for internal and external clients.
All the elements outlined in this part of ISO 15489 are recommended to
ensure that adequate records are created, captured and managed. Procedures that help to ensure the management of records according to the
principles and elements outlined in this part of ISO 15489 are provided
in ISO/TR 15489-2 (Guidelines).
This part of ISO 15489
• applies to the management of records, in all formats or media, created or received by any public or private organization in the conduct
of its activities, or any individual with a duty to create and maintain
records,
• provides guidance on determining the responsibilities of organizations for records and records policies, procedures, systems and processes,
• provides guidance on records management in support of a quality
process framework to comply with ISO 9001and ISO 14001,
• provides guidance on the design and implementation of a records
system, but
• does not include the management of archival records within archival
institutions.
This part of ISO 15489 is intended for use by
• managers of organizations,
• records, information and technology management professionals,
• all other personnel in organizations, and
• other individuals with a duty to create and maintain records.
				
26 pages
				
ICS # 01.140.20

SLNS/ISO/TR
				

Information and documentation -- Records management -15489-2:2001 Part 2: Guidelines
This part of ISO 15489 is an implementation guide to ISO 15489-1 for use
by record management professionals and those charged with managing
records in their organizations. It provides one methodology that will facilitate the implementation of ISO 15489-1 in all organizations that have
a need to manage their records. It gives an overview of the processes
and factors to consider in organizations wishing to comply with ISO
15489-1.
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SLNS/ISO 19011:2002		
Guidelines for Quality and/or Environmental Management
				
Systems Auditing
This standard provides guidance on the principles of auditing, managing audit programmes, conducting quality management system audits
and environmental management system audits, as well as guidance
on the competence of quality and environmental management system
auditors.
It is applicable to all organizations needing to conduct internal or external audits of quality and/or environmental management systems or to
manage an audit programme.
The application of ISO 19011 to other types of audits is possible in principle provided that special consideration is paid to identifying the competence needed by the audit team members in such cases.
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British Standards Adopted as Saint Lucia National Standards
*SLNS/BS 7671: 2008		
				

Requirements for Electrical Installations (IEE Wiring Regulations)
17th Ed.
The Regulations apply to electrical installations such as those of:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

Residential premises
Commercial premises
Public premises
Industrial premises
Agricultural and horticultural premises
Prefabricated buildings
Caravans, caravan parks and similar sites
Construction sites, exhibitions, fairs and other installations in temporary buildings
Highway power supplies and street furniture, and outdoor
lighting.

The Regulations include requirements for:
x.

xi.

xii.
xiii.
xiv.
xv.
				
*SLNS/BS			
1363:1984

Circuits supplied at normal voltages up to and including 1000 V a.c.
or 1500 V d.c. For a.c., the preferred frequencies which are taken in
this standard are 50 Hz and 400 Hz. The use of other frequencies
for special purposes is not excluded
Circuits, other than the internal wiring of apparatus, operating at
voltages exceeding 1000 V and derived from an installation having
a voltage not exceeding 1000 V a.c. e.g. discharge lighting, electrostatic precipitators
Any wiring systems and cables not specifically covered by an appliance standard
All consumer installations external to buildings
Fixed wiring for communication and information technology, signalling, control and the like (excluding internal wiring of apparatus)
The addition to or alteration of installations and also parts of existing installations affected by the addition or alteration.

317 pages						

ICS # 29.260.01

Standard Specification for 13A Fused Plugs & Switched and
Unswitched Socket Outlets
Conditions of use, definitions, construction and tests, including those
related to non-rewireable plugs and portable socket outlets. Appendices
include construction of a calibrated link and a test plug for the temperature rise test.
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*SLNS/BS EN
60598-1:2008

Luminaires – Part 1: General Requirements
This part 1 of International Standard IEC 60598 specifies general requirements for luminaires, incorporating electric light sources for operation
from supply voltages up to 1 000 V. The requirements and related tests
of this standard cover: classification, marking, mechanical construction
and electrical construction. Each section of this part 1 should be read in
conjunction with this section 0 and with other relevant sections to which
reference is made.
190 pages

*SLNS/BS EN
60598-2-20:1998

					

ICS # 29.140.40

Luminaires - Particular requirements. Lighting chains
This section of IEC 60598-2 specifies requirements for lighting chains
fitted with series- or parallel- or a combination of series/parallel-connected incandescent lamps for use either indoors or outdoors on supply
voltages not exceeding 250 V.NOTE 1 A Christmas tree chain is an example of a lighting chain fitted with series or series/parallel connected
lamps. A chain for illuminating ski-tracks or promenades is an example
of a lighting chain fitted with parallel connected lamps. A chain for illuminating ski-tracks or promenades is an example of a lighting chain
fitted with parallel connected lamps. NOTE 2 For lighting chains fitted
with lamp holders of the push-in type, the appropriate requirements of
this section apply. NOTE 3 In some countries the term “strings” is used
instead of “chains”. NOTE 4 For lighting chains with non-standardized
lamps (e.g. lamps of the push-in type) the lamps are regarded as part of
the lighting chain and consequently included in the testing (and thereby
in the test certificate, if any).

				
* SLNS/BS EN
60335-1:2005

20 pages						

ICS # 29.140.40

Household and Similar Electrical Appliances – General
Requirements
This standard deals with the safety of electrical appliances for household and similar purposes, their rated voltage being not more than 250 V
for single-phase appliances and 480 V for other appliances. Appliances
not intended for normal household use but which nevertheless may be
a source of danger to the public, such as appliances intended to be used
by laymen in shops, in light industry and on farms, are within the scope
of this standard. As far as is practicable, this standard deals with the
common hazards presented by appliances that are encountered by all
persons in and around the home. However, in general, it does not take
into account
- the use of appliances by young children or inform persons without
supervision,
- playing with the appliance by young children.
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*SLNS/BS EN
60335-2-35:2005

Household and Similar Electrical Appliances – Particular
Requirements for Instantaneous Water Heaters
This Standard deals with the safety of electric instantaneous water heaters for household and similar purposes and intended for heating water
below boiling temperature, their rated voltage being not more than 250
V for single-phase appliances and 480 V for other appliances. Appliances not intended for normal household use but which nevertheless
may be a source of danger to the public, such as appliances intended for
use in shops, in light industry and on farms, are within the scope of this
standard. As far as is practicable, this standard deals with the common
hazards presented by appliances which are encountered by all persons
in and around the home. However, in general, it does not take into account
- the use of appliances by young children or inform persons without
supervision,
- playing with the appliance by young children.

				
* SLNS/BS EN
60335-2-80:2005

30 pages

				

ICS # 91.140.65

Household and Similar Electrical Appliances –
Particular Requirements for Fans
This International Standard deals with the safety of electric fans for
household and similar purposes, their rated voltage being not more than
250 V for single-phase appliances and 480 V for other appliances. This
standard also applies to separate controls supplied with fans.
Appliances not intended for normal household use but which neverthe
less may be a source of danger to the public, such as appliances intended
for use in shops, in light industry and on farms, are within the scope
of this standard. As far as is practicable, this standard deals with the
common hazards presented by appliances that are encountered by all
persons in and around the home. However, in general, it does not take
into account
- the use of appliances by young children or inform persons without
supervision
- playing with the appliance by young children.
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*SLNS/BS EN
61558 – 1:2005

Safety of power transformers, power supply units and
similar devices General requirements and test
This International Standard deals with safety aspects of power transformers, power supplies, reactors and similar products such as electrical, thermal and mechanical safety. This standard covers the following
types of dry-type transformers, power supplies, including switch mode
power supplies, and reactors, the windings of which may be encapsulated or non-encapsulated :
NOTE 1 The distinction between transformers, power supplies and
switch mode power supplies is as follows:– for transformers, there is
no change in frequency .However, transformers (e.g. constant voltage
transformers) may have an internal resonance frequency not exceeding
30 kHz; – for power supplies, the internal operational frequency and
wave form are different from the supply frequency and waveform, and
the internal operational frequency does not exceed 500 Hz (see definition 3.1.19); – for switch mode power supplies, the internal operational
frequency and waveform are different from the supply frequency and
waveform and the internal operational frequency exceeds 500 Hz and
does not exceed 100 MHz.
168 pages
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*SLNS/BS EN 		
61558 –2-13:2009
		
				
				

Safety of transformers, reactors, power supply units and
similar products for supply voltages up to 1100v. Particular
requirement and tests for auto transformers and power supply units
incorporating auto transformers
This part of IEC 61558 deals with the safety of auto transformers for
general applications and power supply units incorporating autotransformers for general applications. Transformers incorporating electronic
circuits are also covered by this standard.
NOTE 1 Safety includes electrical, thermal and mechanical aspects. Unless otherwise specified, from here onward, the term transformer covers
auto transformers for general applications and power supply units incorporating auto transformers for general applications.
NOTE 2: For power supply units (linear) this part is applicable. For
switch mode power supply units, IEC 61558-2-16 is applicable together
with this part. This part is applicable to stationary or portable, singlephase or polyphase, air-cooled (natural or forced) independent or associated dry - type transformers. The windings may be encapsulated
or non- encapsulated. The rated supply voltage does not exceed 1 100 V
a.c., and the rated supply frequency and the internal operating
frequencies do not exceed 500 Hz. The core power does not exceed:– 2
kVA for single-phase transformers;– 10 kVA for polyphase transformers. The rated output does not exceed: – 40 kVA for single-phase transformers; – 200 kVA for polyphase transformers. This part is applicable
to transformers without limitation of the core power and the rated output both being subject to an agreement between the purchaser and the
manufacturer. Where applicable, the no-load output voltage or the rated
output voltage does not exceed 1 000 V a.c. or 1 415 V ripple-free d.c.,
and for independent transformers, the no-load output voltage and the
rated output voltage exceeds 50 V a.c., or 120 V ripple-free d.c. This part
is not applicable to external circuits and their components intended to
be connected to the input terminals and output terminals of the transformers. Transformers covered by this part are used only in applications
where no insulation between circuits is required by the installation rules
or by the end product standard.
NOTE 3 Attention is drawn to the following:
BS EN 61558-2-13:2009 61558-2-13 IEC:2009 – 7 –
– for transformers intended to be used in vehicles, on board ships, and
aircraft, additional requirements (from other applicable
standards, national rules, etc.) may be necessary; – measures to
protect the enclosure and the components inside the enclosure
against external influences such as fungus, vermin, termites, solar-radiation, and icing should also be considered; – the different conditions for
transportation, storage, and operation of the transformers should also be
considered; – additional requirements in accordance with other appropriate standards and national rules may be applicable to transformers
intended for use in special environments.
NOTE 4 Future technological development of transformers may necessitate a need to increase the upper limit of the frequencies, until then this
part may be used as a guidance document.
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IEC Standards Adopted as Saint Lucia National Standards
*SLNS/IEC 60884-1
Ed. 3.0 2004-2006

Plugs and Socket-outlets for Household and
Similar Purposes: Pt.1 – General Requirements
This part of IEC 60884 applies to plugs and fixed or portable socketoutlets for a.c. only, with or without earthing contact, with a rated voltage greater than 50 V but not exceeding 440 V and a rated current not
exceeding 32 A, intended for household and similar purposes, either indoors or outdoors.
The rated current is limited to 16 A maximum for fixed socket-outlets
provided with screwless terminals.
This standard does not cover requirements for flush mounting boxes:
however, it covers only those requirements for surface-type mounting
boxes which are necessary for the tests on the socket-outlet.
This standard also applies to plugs incorporated in cord sets, to plugs
and portable socket-outlets incorporated in cord extension sets and to
plugs and socket-outlets which are a component of an appliance, unless
otherwise stated in the standard for the relevant appliance.

				

152 pages						

ICS # 29.120.30

*SLNS/IEC 60884
2-1:1997

Plugs and Socket-outlets for Household Purposes: Pt.2-1 –
Particular Requirements for fused plugs
This clause of Part 1 is applicable except as follows:
Addition:
This standard applies where fuses are primarily intended to protect the
flexible cable or cord (e.g. with ring circuits).
The fuses are not intended to protect appliances or parts of them against
overload.

				

17 pages						

ICS # 29.120.30

*SLNS/IEC 60884
2-5:1995

Plugs and Socket-outlets for Household Purposes: Pt.2-1 –
Particular Requirements for adaptors
This standard applies to shuttered and non-shuttered, fused and nonfused adaptors for a.c. only. Fuses of fused adaptors are not intended to
protect appliances or parts of them against overload.
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*SLNS/IEC 60335
2-25:2002
				

Household and Similar Electrical Appliances – Safety particular requirements for micro-wave ovens including
combination microwave ovens
This International standard deals with the safety of microwave ovens
for household use, their rated voltage being not more than 250 V. This
standard also deals with combination microwave ovens, for which Annex AA is applicable. As far as is practicable, this standard deals with
the common hazards presented by appliances that are encountered by
all persons in and around the home. However, in general it does not
take into account:
- the use of appliances by young children or infirm persons without
supervision;
- playing with the appliance by young children.

				

53 pages						

ICS # 97.040.20

*SLNS/IEC 60335
2-3: Edition 5 2002		

Household and Similar Electrical Appliances –
Safety-Part 2-3: Particular requirements for electric irons
This International Standards deals with the safety of electrical dry irons
and steam irons, including those with a separate reservoir or boiler having a capacity not exceeding 5 l for household and similar purposes,
their rate voltage being not more than 250 V. appliances not intended
for normal household use, but which nevertheless maybe a source of
danger to the public, such as appliance intended to be used by laymen in
shops, in light industry and on farms, are within the scope of this standard. As far as it is practicable, this standard deals with the common
hazards presented by appliances which are encountered by all persons
in and around the home. However, in general it does not take into account;
- the use of appliances by young children or infirm persons without
supervision;
- playing with the appliance by young children.

				

36 pages						

ICS # 97.060.01

SLNS/IEC 60335
2-14:2006

Safety of household and similar electrical appliances Pt2:
Particular requirement for kitchen machines.
Deals with the safety of electric kitchen machines, their rated voltage
being not more than 250 V, for household and similar purposes. Some
examples of appliances that are within the scope of this standard are
bean slicers, blenders, can openers, churns, food mixers, food processors, knives, knife sharpeners, mincers, noodle makers, potato peelers
and slicing machines.
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CARICOM Standards Adopted as Saint Lucia National Standards
SLNS/CCS 45:2006

Standard for Safety Matches
This CARICOM standard specifies the requirements for the performance,
sampling, packaging and labelling of safety matches. It also prescribes
the requirements for the purchase of match splints from suppliers.

				
				

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

This standard applies to matches packed in boxes for domestic purposes
and book matches. The requirements do not apply to specialty matches
for advertising purposes.
17 pages					
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ASTM Standards Adopted as Saint Lucia National Standards
SLNS/ASTM F698 - 94
				

				
				

SLNS/ASTM F853–05
				

Standard Specification for Physical Information to be
provided for Amusement Rides and Devices
This specification covers the minimum requirements for information
that shall be provided by the manufacturer or seller of new amusement
rides or devices as a part of the initial sale or transfer to the first end
user.
1.2 This specification does not apply to the sale or transfer of used amusement rides and devices.
2 pages

ICS# 97.200.40

Standard Practice for Maintenance Procedures for Amusement
Rides and Devices
This practice establishes information for maintenance procedures
amusement rides and devices.

of

1.2 This standard does not purport to address all of the safety concerns,
if any, associated with its use. It is the responsibility of the user of this
standard to establish appropriate safety and health practices and determine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
		

8 pages

SLNS/ASTM F893–05A

Standard Guide for Inspection of Amusement Rides and

ICS# 97.200.40
Devices

This guide covers the inspections of amusement rides and devices during prototype development, production manufacturing, installation or
erection, following major modification or overhaul, and during operation and maintenance periods. Note 1 For information related to this
guide, see Specification F 698, Terminology F 747, and Guide F 846.
This standard does not purport to address all of the safety concerns,
if any, associated with its use. It is the responsibility of the user of this
standard to establish appropriate safety and health practices and determine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
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2 pages
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SLNS/ASTM F846-92
(2009)

Standard guide for testing performance of Amusement
Rides and Devices
This guide covers the basic tests which shall be conducted on amusement rides and devices during prototype development, installation or
erection, following major modifications, and during normal operation
to determine that the performance of a given ride or device meets the
manufacturers specified design criteria.
Note 1—The following standards developed by Committee F24 contain
information relative to this guide: Specification F 698, Practices E 1212, F
1193, and F 770, Terminology E 1316, and Terminology F 747.

1.2 This standard does not purport to address all of the safety concerns,
if any, associated with its use. It is the responsibility of the user of this
standard to establish appropriate safety and health practices and determine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
					
				
3 pages
ICS# 97.200.40
SLNS/ASTM F1159-03a
				
				
				

Standard Practice for Design and Manufacture of Patron
Directed, Artificial Climbing Walls, Dry Slide, Coin Operated
and Purposeful Water Immersion Amusement Rides and Devices
and Air- supported Structures
This practice establishes information and procedures for the design and
manufacture of patron directed amusement rides or devices (for example, go karts, bumper cars, bumper boats), artificial climbing walls, dry
slides, coin operated rides, and amusement rides and devices that involve the purposeful immersion of the patron's body partially or totally
in the water and involve more than incidental patron contact (for example, pools, water slides, lazy rivers, interactive aquatic play devices),
and air-supported structures.
1.2 This standard does not purport to address all of the safety concerns,
if any, associated with its use. It is the responsibility of the user of this
standard to establish appropriate safety and health practices and determine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

		
SLNS/ASTM F747–06
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ICS# 97.200.40

Standard Terminology Relating to Amusement Rides and Devices
1 page
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SLNS/ASTM F770–06
				

Standard Practice for Ownership and Operation of Amusement
Rides and Devices
This practice covers and establishes information for operating procedures of amusement rides and devices.

				
				
SLNS/ASTM F1193-06
				

This standard does not purport to address all of the safety concerns,
if any, associated with its use. It is the responsibility of the user of this
standard to establish appropriate safety and health practices and determine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
2 pages

ICS# 97.200.40

Practice for Quality, Manufacture, and Construction of
Amusement Rides and Devices
This practice establishes the minimum requirements for a quality
assurance program and the manufacturing of amusement rides and devices (including major modifications).
This standard does not purport to address all of the safety concerns,
if any, associated with its use. It is the responsibility of the user of this
standard to establish appropriate safety and health practices and determine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
This practice establishes criteria for the design of amusement rides, devices and major modifications to amusement rides and devices manufactured after the effective date of publication except as noted in 1.2.
1.2 This practice shall not apply to:
1.2.1 Patron directed amusement rides or devices (for example, go karts,
bumper cars, bumper boats),
1.2.2 Artificial climbing walls,
1.2.3 Air-supported structures,
1.2.4 dry slides,
1.2.5 coin operated rides,
1.2.6 Amusement rides or devices that involve the purposeful immersion of the patron's body partially or totally in the water and involves more than incidental patron water contact (for example,
pools, water slides, lazy rivers, interactive aquatic play devices),
1.2.7 Amusement rides and devices whose design criteria are specifically addressed in another ASTM standard,
1.2.8 Portions of an amusement ride or device unaffected by a major
modification,
1.2.9 Upgrades to electrical wiring, electrical motors and electrical components of amusement rides and devices provided the original design and safety criteria are maintained or enhanced, and
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1.2.10 Pre-existing designs manufactured after the effective date of
publication of this practice if the design is service proven or previously compliant and the manufacturer provides:
1.2.10.1 A historical summary of the amusement ride, device or
jor modification, and

ma-

1.2.10.2 A statement that the design is service proven or previously
compliant as specified by Section 3.
1.2.11 Amusement rides and devices, and major modifications to
amusement rides and devices may qualify as “previously compliant” for five years following the date of publication of this
practice. Thereafter, amusement rides and devices, and major
modifications to amusement rides and devices must qualify as
“service proven” or meet the requirements of this practice.

				
				

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

1.3

This practice includes an annex (mandatory), which provides additional information (for example, rationale, background, interpretations, drawings, commentary, and so forth) to improve the
user's understanding and application of the criteria presented in
this practice. The annex information shall be interpreted as mandatory design criteria.

1.4

This practice includes an appendix (non-mandatory), which provides additional information (for example, rationale, background,
interpretations, drawings, commentary, and so forth.) to improve
the user's understanding and application of the criteria presented
in this practice. The appendix information shall not be interpreted
as mandatory design criteria.

1.5 This standard does not purport to address all of the safety concerns, if any, associated with its use. It is the responsibility of the
user of this standard to establish appropriate safety and health
practices and determine the applicability of regulatory limitations
prior to use.
11 pages
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SLNS/ASTM F2291-05

Standard Practice for Design of Amusement Rides and Devices
This practice establishes criteria for the design of amusement rides, devices and major modifications to amusement rides and devices manufactured after the effective date of publication except as noted in .
1.2 This practice shall not apply to:
1.2.1 Patron directed amusement rides or devices (for example, go
karts, bumper cars, bumper boats),
1.2.2 Artificial climbing walls,
1.2.3 Air-supported structures,
1.2.4 dry slides,
1.2.5 coin operated rides,
1.2.6 Amusement rides or devices that involve the purposeful immersion of the patron's body partially or totally in the water and involves more than incidental patron water contact (for example,
pools, water slides, lazy rivers, interactive aquatic play devices),
1.2.7 Amusement rides and devices whose design criteria are specifically addressed in another ASTM standard,
1.2.8 Portions of an amusement ride or device unaffected by a
modification,
1.2.9

major

Upgrades to electrical wiring, electrical motors and electrical
components of amusement rides and devices provided the original design and safety criteria are maintained or enhanced, and

1.2.10 Pre-existing designs manufactured after the effective date of
publication of this practice if the design is service proven or previously compliant and the manufacturer provides:
A historical summary of the amusement ride, device or major
modification, and a statement that the design is service proven or
previously compliant as specified by Section .
1.2.11 Amusement rides and devices, and major modifications to amusement rides and devices may qualify as "previously compliant" for
five years following the date of publication of this practice. Thereafter, amusement rides and devices, and major modifications to
amusement rides and devices must qualify as "service proven" or
meet the requirements of this practice.
1.3 This practice includes an annex (mandatory), which provides additional information (for example, rationale, background, interpretations, drawings, commentary, and so forth) to improve the user's
understanding and application of the criteria presented in this practice. The annex information shall be interpreted as mandatory design criteria.
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1.4 This practice includes an appendix (non-mandatory), which provides additional information (for example, rationale, background,
interpretations, drawings, commentary, and so forth.) to improve
the user's understanding and application of the criteria presented
in this practice. The appendix information shall not be interpreted
as mandatory design criteria.
This standard does not purport to address all of the safety concerns,
if any, associated with its use. It is the responsibility of the user of this
standard to establish appropriate safety and health practices and determine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.
				

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards
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Sectional Listing of SLBS National Standards & Codes
1. Alcohol
* SLNS 12: 2006 (revised)

Specification for Rum

2. Amusement Rides and Devices
SLNS/ASTM 770 – 2006 		
					

Standard Practice for Operation Procedures for
Amusement Rides and Devices

SLNS/ASTMF 698 - 94 		
					

Standard Specification for Physical Information to be
provided for Amusement Rides and Devices

SLNS/ASTM F 853 – 05 		
					

Standard Practice for Maintenance Procedures for 			
Amusement Rides and Devices

SLNS/ASTM F 893 – 05 		
					

Standard Guide for Inspection of Amusement Rides
and Devices

SLNS/ ASTM F 846 - 92 (2009)
					

Standard guide for testing performance of Amusement 		
Rides and Devices

SLNS/ ASTM F 1159 - 03a
					
					
					
					

Standard Practice for Design and Manufacture of
Patron Directed, Artificial Climbing Walls, Dry Slide, 		
Coin Operated and Purposeful Water Immersion 			
Amusement Rides and Devices and Air- supported 			
Structures

SLNS/ ASTM F 747 – 06
					

Standard Terminology Relating to Amusement Rides 		
and Devices

SLNS/ ASTM F 1193-06
					

Practice for Quality, Manufacture, and Construction
of Amusement Rides and Devices

SLNS/ ASTM F 2291-05
					
3. Beverage

Standard Practice for Design of Amusement Rides
and Devices

SLNS 77: 2003				

Standard for Brewery Products

*SLNS 79:2004			

Specification for Carbonated Beverages

4. Building and Associated Materials or Construction
SLNS 30: 1997				

Specification for Standard Hollow Concrete Blocks

SLNS 70:200				

Specification for aggregates for concrete

SLNS 71: 2003				

Steel Bars for the Reinforcement of Concrete

SLNS 80:2005				

Specification for Steel Nails
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SLNS 81:2006				

Labelling of plywood

SLNS/ISO 3893:1977			

Concrete – Classification by Compressive Strength

SLNS/ISO 6782:1982			

Aggregates for Concrete – Determination of Bulk Strength

5. Chemicals
SLNS 29: 1997				

Specification for Liquid Household Chlorine Bleaches

SLNS 6: 1992				
					

Specification for Paint – Interior and Exterior Emulsions
type, Flat

SLNS 7: 1992				
					

Specification for Paint – Interior and Exterior Oil Modified
Alkyd

SLNS 28:1997				
					
6. Consumer Products

Specification for Labelling Of Retail Packages Of
Pesticides And Other Toxic Chemicals

SLNS 3: 1992				

Specification for Toilet Soap and Laundry Soap

SLNS 9 Pt1:1992			

Toilet Tissue in Roll Form, Single-Ply

SLNS 9 Pt 2:1992			

Toilet Tissue in Roll Form, Two-Ply

SLNS 26: 1996				
					

Standard Specification for Synthetic Laundry Detergent
Powder

*SLNS/CCS 0045:2006		

Standard for Safety Matches

7. Cosmetics
SLNS 5: 1992				

Cosmetics Part I: General Requirements

8. Electrical
*SLNS/BS 7671:2008			
					

Requirements for Electrical Installations (IEE Wiring
Regulations, Sixteenth Edition

*SLNS/BS 1363:1984			
					

Standard Specification for 13A Fused Plugs & Switched and
Unswitched Socket Outlets

*SLNS/BS EN 60335-1:2005		
					

Household and Similar Electrical Appliances – General 		
Requirements

*SLNS BS EN 60335-2-35:2005
					

Household and Similar Electrical Appliances – Safety - 		
Particular Requirements for Instantaneous Water Heaters

*SLNS/BS EN 60335-2-80:2005
					

Household and Similar Electrical Appliances – Particular		
Requirements for Fans

*SLNS/IEC 60884-1 Edition 3:2006
					

Plugs and Socket-outlets for Household Purposes: Pt.1 – 		
General Requirements

*SLNS/IEC 60884-2-1:1997		
					

Plugs and Socket-outlets for Household Purposes: Pt.2-1 – 		
Particular Requirements for fused plugs

*SLNS/IEC 60884-2-5:1995		
					

Plugs and Socket-outlets for Household Purposes: Pt.2-1 –
Particular Requirements for adaptors

*SLNS/IEC 60335-2-25:2002		
					
					

Household and Similar Electrical Appliances – Particular
requirements for micro-wave ovens including combination
microwave ovens
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*SLNS/IEC 60335-2-3:2002-03
					

Household and Similar Electrical Appliances – Particular
requirements for electric irons

9. Environment
SLNS 83:2010				

Guidelines for Recreational Water Quality

SLNS/ISO 14001:2004			
					
		
SLNS/ISO14004:2004			
					

Environmental Management Systems: Specification with
guidance for use

SLNS/ISO 14020:2000			

Environmental labels and declarations -- General principles

SLNS/ISO 14024:1999			
					

Environmental labels and declarations -- Type I environmental
labelling -- Principles and procedures

SLNS/ISO 19011:2002			
					

Guidelines for Quality and or Environmental Management
Systems Auditing

Environmental Management Systems - general Guidelines on
Principles, Systems and Supporting Techniques

10. Flowers and Decorative Plants
SLNS 15: 1992				

Specification for Gerberas

SLNS 16: 1992				

Specification for Crotons

11. Food
* SLNS 1: 1992				

Specification for Margarine and Cooking Margarine

* SLNS 2: 1992				

Specification for Shortening

* SLNS 4: 1992				

Specification for Biscuits

* SLNS 10: 1992			

Specification for Wheat Flour

* SLNS 11: 1992			

Specification for Coconut Oil

* SLNS 13: 2006			
					

Specification for Packaged Water- Mineral Water, Spring 		
Water, Purified Water

SLNS 14: 1992				

Specification for Canned Vegetables

* SLNS 19: 1995			

Specification for Pasta Products

* SLNS 20: 1995			

Standard for Chocolate Confectionery and Cocoa Products

* SLNS 21: 1995			

Specification for Spices and Sauces

SLNS 23: 1996				

Specification for Brown sugar
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SLNS 24: 1996				

Standard Specification for Powdered (Icing) Sugar

SLNS 25: 1996				

Specification for White sugar

SLNS 27: 1996				

Standard Specification for Liquid Whole Cows Milk

SLCP 2: 1998				

Code of Practice for Processing and Handling of Frozen Foods

SLNS 31: 1997				
					

Specification for Whole Chicken (Eviscerated) and
Chicken Parts

SLNS 32: 2000				

Specification for Ketchup

SLNS 66: 2006				

Specification for yeast bread and rolls

SLNS 69: 2003				

Standard for Rice – Specification, Sampling Tests and Analysis

SLCP 4: 2003				
					

Code of Hygienic Practice for Collecting, Processing and 		
Marketing of Packaged Water

12. Food Hygiene
* SLCP 1: 1995				
					

General Principles of Food Hygiene Part 1: Food Production
and Processing

SLNS 75: 2003				

Standard for Food and Beverage Preparation Service

SLCP 6:2006				

Code of Practice for Packaging and Transport of Fresh Fruit

SLCP 7:2006				
					

Code of Agricultural Practices for the Production of Fresh
Produce

SLCP 8:2006				

Code of Practice for Bakeries

13. Fresh Produce
SLNS 34:2001				

Specification for Avocadoes

SLNS 35:2001				

Specification for Hot Peppers

SLNS 36:2001				

Specification for Mango

SLNS 37:2001				

Specification for Plantain

SLNS 38:2001				

Specification for Breadfruit

SLNS 39: 2001				

Specification for Dasheen

SLNS 55: 2001				
			
SLNS 56: 2001				

Specification for Watermelon
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SLNS 57: 2001				

Specification for Pumpkin

SLNS 58: 2001				

Specification for Passion Fruit

SLNS 59: 2001				

Specification for Papaya

SLNS 60: 2001				
			
SLNS 61: 2001				

Specification for Golden Apples

SLNS 62:2001				

Specification for Ginger

SLNS 63:2001				

Specification for Eddoes

SLNS 64:2001				

Specification for Dry Coconut

SLCP 6:2006				

Code of Practice for Packaging and Transport of Fresh Fruit

Specification for Water nut

14. Furniture
SLNS 48:2006				

Labelling of Furniture

15. Gaseous Fuels
SLNS 43:2006				
					

Specification for filling, handling, storage, transportation and
location of portable cylinders for LPG

SLNS 44:2006				
					

Standard for inspection, testing and re-qualification of
portable containers for liquefied petroleum gases (LPG)

SLNS 47: 2011				
ders

Requirements for the Marking and Labelling of Gas Cylin-

SLNS 76:2011				

Standard Specification for Liquefied Petroleum Gases

16. Information & Documentation
SLNS/ISO 15489-1:2001 		
					

Information and Documentation -- Records Management
Part 1: General

SLNS/ISO/TR 15489-2:2001		
					

Information and Documentation -- Records Management
Part 2: Guidelines

SLNS/ISO 8601:2004			
					

Data Elements and Interchange Formats- Information
Interchange- Representation of Dates and Times.
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17. Labelling
* SLNS 17:1992			
					

Requirements for Labelling: Labelling of Retail Packages of
Cigarettes

* SLNS 18 Pt.1:1993			
					

Specification for the Labelling of Commodities General
Requirements

* SLNS 18 Pt.2:1993			
					

Specification for the Labelling of Commodities Labelling
of Pre-packaged Goods

SLNS 18 Pt.3:1997			
					

Specification for the Labelling of Commodities Pt.3: Labelling
of Pre-packaged Foods

*SLNS 28:1997				
					

Labelling of Retail Packages of Pesticides and other Toxic
Chemicals

SLNS 33:2001

Specification for Labelling of Brewery Products

			

SLNS 53:2002				

Labelling of Domestic Electrical Appliances

SLNS 47:2011				

Requirements for the Marking and Labelling of Gas

SLNS 48:2006				

Labelling of Furniture

SLNS 81:2006				

Labelling of Plywood

SLNS 90:2011

			

Energy Efficiency Labelling of Fluorescent Lamps		

SLNS 91:2011

			

Energy Efficiency Labelling of Incandescent Lamps

Cylinders

18. Lighting
SLNS 51: 2002				

Christmas Tree and Other Decorative Lighting Outfits

SLNS/BS EN 60598-1:2008		

Luminaries – Part 1: General Requirements and Tests

SLNS/BS EN 60598-2-20:1998
					

Luminaries – Part 2: Particular Requirements – Section 2.20
Lighting Chains

19. Paints and Surface Coating
SLNS 6: 1992				

Paint: Interior and Exterior Emulsion Type, Flat

SLNS 7: 1992				

Paint: Interior and Exterior Oil Modified Alkyd

SLNS 8: 1992				

Methods of Test for Paints and Surface Coatings
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20. Product Recall
SLCP 3: 1998				

Code of Practice for Product Recall Procedures

21 Quality & Quality Management
SLNS/ISO 9000: 2005			

Quality Management Systems – Fundamentals and Vocabulary

SLNS/ISO 9001: 2008			

Quality Management Systems – Requirements

SLNS/ISO 9004: 2000 			
					

Quality Management Systems- Guidelines for performance
Improvements

SLNS/ISO 15189-1:2007		
					

Medical Laboratories – Particular Requirements for Quality
and Competence

SLNS/ISO 19011:2002			
					

Guidelines for Quality and or Environmental Management
Systems Auditing

22. Services
SLNS 40: 2001				

General Requirements for Advertising

SLNS/ISO 26000			

Guidance on Social Responsibility

23 Standardization
SLNS 46: 2002				

Guidelines for the Development of National Standards

24. Toys
SLNS/ISO 8124-1:2009		
					

Safety of Toys Pt.1 Safety Aspects Related to Mechanical and
Physical Properties

SLNS/ISO 8124-2:2007		

Safety of Toys Pt.2 – Flammability

SLNS/ISO 8124-3:1997		

Safety of Toys Pt.3 – Migration of Certain Elements

25. Tourism
SLNS 22: 2003				

Standard for the Accommodation Sector

SLNS 75: 2003				

Standard for Food and Beverage Preparation Service

SLNS 74:2006				

Standard for Tourism Ground Transportation

SL/PAS 1:2006			

Requirements for Home Accommodation

SLCP 11:2011				

Code of Practice for Tour Guides

SLCP 12:2011				

Code of Practice for Inbound Tour Operators
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26. Tyres
SLCP 9:2006				

Code of Practice for the storage of tyres, inner tubes and flaps

* SLNS 41:2001			

Pneumatic Tyres for Passenger Cars

* SLNS 42:2005			

Specification for Pneumatic Tyres for Non-passenger Vehicles

27. Wood Technology
SLNS 81:2006				

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards
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Numerical List of Saint Lucia National Standards
Reference Number			

Title

*SLNS 1: 1992				

Margarine and Cooking Margarine			

*SLNS 2: 1992				
					
SLNS 3: 1992				
			
*SLNS 4: 1992				
		
SLNS 5: 1992				

Specification for Shortening

SLNS 6: 1992				

Paint: Interior and Exterior, Emulsion Type, Flat		

SLNS 7: 1992				

Paint: Interior and Exterior, Oil Modified Alkyd		

SLNS 8: 1992				

Methods of Test for Paints and Surface Coatings

SLNS 9 Pt 1: 1992			

Toilet Tissue in Roll Form, Single-Ply		

SLNS 9 Pt 2: 1992			

Toilet Tissue in Roll Form, Two-Ply		

*SLNS 10: 1992			
					
*SLNS 11: 1992			
					
*SLNS 12: 2006
		

Specification for Wheat Flour

SLNS 13:2006
		
					

Specification for Packaged Water- Mineral Water,
Spring Water, Purified Water (revised)

SLNS 14: 1992				

Specification for Canned Vegetables			

SLNS 15: 1992				

Specification for Gerberas				

SLNS 16: 1992				
				
*SLNS 17: 1992			
					

Specification for Crotons

*SLNS 18 Pt 1: 1993			
					
					
*SLNS 18 Pt 2: 1993			
					

Specification for the Labelling of Commodities:			
General Requirements

Specification for Toilet Soap and Laundry Soap
Specification for Biscuits						
Cosmetics Part 1: General Requirements		

Specification for Coconut Oil
Specification for Rum			

Requirements for Labelling: Labelling of Retail Packages
of Cigarettes

Specification for the Labelling of Commodities:
Labelling of Pre-packaged Goods				

*SLNS 18 Pt 3: 1997			
Specification for the Labelling of Commodities:
					
Labelling of Pre-packaged Foods
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*SLNS 19: 1995			

Specification for Pasta

*SLNS 20: 1995 			

Specification for Chocolate Confectionery and Cocoa Products

*SLNS 21: 1995			

Specification for Spices and Sauces

SLNS 22: 2003				

Standard for the Accommodation Sector		

SLNS 23: 1996				

Specification for Brown Sugar			

SLNS 24: 1996				

Specification for Powered (Icing) Sugar		

SLNS 25: 1996				

Specification for White Sugar			

SLNS 26: 1996				

Specification for Synthetic Laundry Detergent Powder

SLNS 27: 1996				

Specification for Liquid Whole Cow’s Milk

*SLNS 28: 1997			
					

Specification for the Labelling of Retail Packages of
Pesticides and other Toxic Chemicals		

SLNS 29: 1997 				
			
SLNS 30: 1997				
		
SLNS 31: 1997				
					

Specification for Liquid Household Chlorine Bleaches		

*SLNS 32: 2000			

Specification for Ketchup			

*SLNS 33: 2001			

Specification for Labelling of Brewery Products

SLNS 34: 2001				

Specification for Avocadoes

SLNS 35: 2001				

Specification for Hot Peppers

SLNS 36: 2001				

Specification for Mango

SLNS 37: 2001				

Specification for Plantain

SLNS 38: 2001				
			
SLNS 39: 2001				

Specification for Breadfruit

SLNS 40: 2001				

General Requirements for Advertising

* SLNS 41: 2001			

Specification for Pneumatic Tyres for Passenger Cars

SLNS 42:2003				

Specification for Pneumatic Tyres for non-passenger vehicles

SLNS 43:2006				
					

Specification for Filling, Handling, Storage, Transportation
and Location of Portable Cylinders for LPG.
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SLNS 44:2006				
					

Standard for Inspection, Testing and Re- qualification of
Portable Containers for Liquefied Petroleum Gases (LPG)

SLNS 46: 2002

Guidelines for the Development of National Standards

			

SLNS 47: 2011 			

Requirements for the Marking and Labelling Of Gas Cylinders

*SLNS 48:2006		

Labelling of Furniture

		

SLNS 51:2002				

Christmas Tree and Other Decorative Lighting Outfits

SLNS 53:2003		

Labelling of Domestic Electrical Appliances

		

SLNS 55: 2003				
				
SLNS 56: 2003				

Specification for Watermelon

SLNS 57: 2003				

Specification for Pumpkin

SLNS 58: 2001				

Specification for Passion Fruit

SLNS 59: 2003				

Specification for Papaya

SLNS 60: 2003				
			
SLNS 61: 2003				

Specification for Golden Apples

SLNS 62:2003				

Specification for Ginger

SLNS 63:2003				

Specification for Eddoes

SLNS 64:2001				

Specification for Dry Coconut

SLNS 66: 2006

Specification for yeast bread and rolls

		

Specification for Soursop

Specification for Waternut

*SLNS 69: 2003			

Standard for Rice – Specification, Sampling Tests and Analysis

SLNS 70:2006		

		

Specification for aggregates for concrete

SLNS 71:2003

		

Steel Bars for the Reinforcement of Concrete

SLNS 73:2009

		

Water based tourism

SLNS 74:2006		

		

Standard for Tourism Ground Transportation

SLNS 75: 2003		

		

Standard for Food and Beverage Preparation Service

SLNS 76: 2011

Standard Specification for Liquefied Petroleum Gases

SLNS 77:2003		

		

Standard for Brewery Products

*SLNS 79:2004		

		

Specification for Carbonated Beverages
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SLNS 80:2005		

		

Specification for Nails

SLNS 81:2006		

		

Labelling of Plywood

SLNS 83:2010

		

Guidelines for Recreational Water Quality

SLNS 90:2011

Energy Efficiency Labelling of Fluorescent Lamps

SLNS 91:2011

Energy Efficiency Labelling of Incandescent Lamps

SLNS/ASTM F698 - 94
					

Standard Specification for Physical Information to be
provided for Amusement Rides

SLNS/ASTM F747 - 06
		
					

Standard Terminology Relating to Amusement Rides and
devices

SLNS/ASTM 770 - 2006
					

Standard practice for Operation Procedure for Amusement
Rides and Devices

SLNS/ASTM F846 -92(2009)
					

Standard Guide for testing Performance of Amusement
Rides and devices

SLNS/ASTM F853 - 05
					

Standard Practice for Maintenance Procedures for
Amusement Rides and Devices

SLNS/ASTM F893 - 05
es

Standard Guide for Inspection of Amusement Rides and Devic-

		

SLNS/ASTM F1159 - 03a
					
					
					

Standard Practice for Design and Manufacture of Patron
Directed, Artificial Climbing Walls, Dry Slide, Coin
Operated and Purposeful Water Immersion Amusement
Rides and Devices and Air – Supported Structures.

SLNS/ASTM F1193-06
		
					

Practice for Quality, Manufacture and Construction of
Amusement Rides and Devices

SLNS/ASTM F2291-05

Standard Practice for Design of Amusement Rides and Devices

*SLNS/BS 7671:2008
Requirements for Electrical Installations. IEE Wiring Regulations,
Seventeenth Edition
						
*SLNS/BS 1363:1984
Standard Specification for 13A Fused Plugs & Switched and
`				
Unswitched Socket Outlets
*SLNS/BS EN 60335
1:2002

Household and Similar Electrical AppliancesGeneral Requirements

*SLNS/BS EN 60335
2-35:2002

Household and Similar Electrical Appliances-Particular
Requirements for Instantaneous Water Heaters

*SLNS/BS EN 60335

Household and Similar Electrical Appliances-Particular
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2-80:2003
*SLNS/BS EN 60598
1:2000

Requirements for Fans
Luminaries – Part 1: General Requirements and Tests

*SLNS/BS EN 60598
2-20:1998

Luminaries – Part 2: Particular Requirements
Section 2.20 Lighting Chains

*SLNS/CCS 45:2006

Standard for Safety Matches

SLNS/ISO 3893:1977

Concrete – Classification by Comprehensive Strength

SLNS/ISO 6782:1982

Aggregates for Concrete – Determination of Bulk Strength

SLNS/ISO 8124-1:2009
					

Safety of Toys Pt. 1 – Safety Aspects Related to Mechanical
and Physical Properties

SLNS/ISO 8124-2:2007

Safety of Toys Pt.2 – Flammability

SLNS/ISO 8124-3:1997

Safety of Toys Pt. 3 - Migration of Certain Elements

SLNS/ISO 8601:2004
					

Data Elements and Interchange Formats- Information
interchange- Representation of Dates and Time

SLNS/ISO 9000:2005

Quality Management Systems – Fundamentals and Vocabulary

* Denotes Compulsory National Standard
SLNS/ISO 9001: 2008

Quality Management Systems – Requirements

SLNS/ISO 9004: 2000
					

Quality Management Systems – Managing for the sustained
success of an organization – A quality management approach

SLNS/ISO 14001:2004			
					
		
SLNS/ISO 14004:2004 		
					

Environmental Management Systems: Specification with
guidance for use
Environmental Management Systems - general Guidelines
on Principles, Systems and Supporting Techniques

SLNS/ISO 15189-1:2007		
					

Medical Laboratories – Particular Requirements for Quality
and Competence.

SLNS/ISO 15489-1:2001

Information and documentation -- Records management –
Part 1: General

SLNS/ISO/TR 15489-2:2001 		
					

Information and documentation -- Records management -Part 2: Guidelines

SLNS/ISO 19011:2002			
					

Guidelines for Quality and or Environmental Management
Systems Auditing

*SLNS/IEC 60884-1:2006		
					

Plugs and Socket-outlets for Household Purposes: Pt.1 –
General Requirements
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*SLNS/IEC 60884-2-1:1997		
					

Plugs and Socket-outlets for Household Purposes: Pt.2-1 –
Particular Requirements for fused plugs

*SLNS/IEC 60884-2-5:1995		
					

Plugs and Socket-outlets for Household Purposes: Pt.2-1 –
Particular Requirements for adaptors

*SLNS/CCS 0045:2006		

Standard for Safety Matches

SLNS/IEC 60335-2-25:2002-03
					
					

Household and similar electrical appliances – Particular
requirements for microwave ovens including combination
microwave ovens

SLNS/IEC 60335-2-3:2008		
					

Household and similar electrical appliances – Particular
requirements for electric irons

SL/PAS 1:2006

Requirements for Home Accommodation

* Denotes Compulsory National Standard
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Codes of Practice
SLCP 1: 1995			

General Principles of Food Hygiene Part 1

SLCP 2: 1998			

Code of Practice for Processing and Handling Frozen Foods

SLCP 3: 1998			

Code of Practice for Product Recall Procedures

SLCP 4: 2003
					

Code of Hygiene Practice for Collecting, Processing and
Marketing of Packaged Water

SLCP 5: 2005				
					

Code of Hygiene Practice for the Preparation and Sale of
Street Vended Foods

SLCP 6: 2006				
					

Code of Practice for Packaging and Transport of Fresh Fruit
and Vegetables

SLCP 7: 2006				
					

Code of Good Agricultural Practices for the Production of
Fresh Produce

SLCP 8: 2006

Code of Practice for Bakeries

SLCP 9:2006				

Code of Practice for the storage of tyres, inner tubes and flaps

SLCP 11: 2011

Code of Practice for Tour Guides

SLCP 12: 2011

Code of Practice for Inbound Tour Operators

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards
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Compulsory Saint Lucia National Standards
Reference Number
SLNS 1: 1992
SLNS 2:1992
SLNS 4: 1992
SLNS 10:1992
SLNS 11:1992
SLNS 12: 2003
SLNS 13: 2005
SLNS 17:1992

SLNS 18 Pt 1: 1993
SLNS 18 Pt. 2: 1993
SLNS 18 Pt 3: 1997

SLNS 19: 1995
SLNS 20: 1995

SLNS 21: 1995
SLNS 28: 1997

SLNS 32: 2000
SLNS 33: 2001
SLNS 41:2001

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

Title
Specification for Margarine &
Cooking Margarine
Specification for Shortening
Specification for Biscuits
Specification for Wheat Flour
Specification Coconut Oil
Specification for Rum
Standard for Bottled Water
Requirements for Labelling Labelling of Retail Packages of
Cigarettes
Labelling of CommoditiesGeneral Requirements
Labelling of Commodities –
Pre-packaged Goods
Specification for the Labelling
of Commodities: Labelling of
Pre-packaged Foods
Specification for Pasta Products
Specification for Chocolate
Confectionery & Cocoa Products
Specification for Spices and
Sauces
Specification for Labelling of
Retail Packages of Pesticides
and other Toxic Chemicals
Standard Specification for
Ketchup
Specification for Labelling of
Brewery Products
Specification for Pneumatic
Tyres for Passenger Vehicles
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Statutory Instrument
#10 and #227 of 2000
# 230 of 2000
# 230 of 2000
# 230 of 2000
# 230 of 2000
# 76 of 2004
# 230 of 2000
# 230 of 2000

# 230 of 2000
# 230 of 2000
# 60 of 2003

# 230 of 2000
# 230 of 2000

# 230 of 2000

# 60 of 2003
# 60 of 2003
# 28 of 2003
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Reference Number
SLNS 42:2005

SLNS/CC45:1999
(Revised 2005)
SLNS 48:2006
SLNS 51: 2002
SLNS 53: 2002
SLNS 69: 2003

SLNS 77:2003
SLNS 79:2004
SLNS 81:2006
SLNS/BSI 7671:2008

SLNS/BS EN 60335-1:2005

SLNS BS EN 60335-2-35:2005

# 171 of 2005
SLNS/BS EN 60335-2-80:2005

# 171 of 2005
SLNS/BS EN 60598-2-20:1998
SLNS/BS EN 60598-1:2008

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

Title
Specification for Pneumatic
Tyres for Non-Passenger Vehicles
Specification for Safety Matches
Labelling of Commodities- Labelling of Furniture
Christmas Tree and Other
Decorative Lighting Outfits
Labelling of Domestic Electrical
Appliances
Standard for Rice – Specification, Sampling Tests and
Analysis
Standard for Brewery Products
Standard for Carbonated Beverages
Specification for the Labelling
of Plywood
Requirements for Electrical
Installations. IEE Wiring Regulations. Seventeenth edition.
Household and Similar Electrical Appliances – General
Requirements
Household and Similar Electrical Appliances – Particular
Requirements for Instantaneous
Water Heaters

Statutory Instrument
# 171 of 2005

# 76 of 2004
# 14 of 2004
# 66 of 2003

# 76 of 2004
# 76 of 2004

# 171 of 2005

Household and Similar Electrical Appliances – Particular
Requirements for Fans
Luminaires - Particular requirements. Lighting chains
Luminaires – Part 1: General
Requirements
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Reference Number
SLNS/BS EN 61558 – 1:2005

SLNS BS EN 61558 – 2-13:2000

SLNS/BS 1363-1:1984

SLNS/IEC 60884-1:2006

SLNS/IEC 60884-2-1:1997

SLNS/IEC 60884-2-5:1998

SLNS/IEC 60335-2-3:2008

SLNS/IEC 60335 - 2-25:2005

SLNS/IEC 60335-2-14:1994-06
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Title
Statutory Instrument
Safety of power transformers,
power supply units and similar
devices General requirements
and test
Safety of power transformers,
power supply units and similar. Particular requirements for
auto-transformers for general
use
Specification for 13 A fused
plugs and switched and unswitched socket-outlets
Plugs and sockets outlets for
household purposes: Pt.1: General Requirements
Plugs and Sockets Outlets for
household Purposes: Pt.2-1:
Particular Requirements for
Fused Plugs
Plugs and Sockets outlets for
household Purposes: Pt.2-5:
Particular Requirements for
Adaptors
Household and similar electrical appliances – Safety Pt 2-3
Particular requirements for
electric irons.
Household and similar electrical appliances-Safety-Pt 2-25
Particular requirements for
microwave ovens.
Safety household and similar
electrical appliances-Pt 2: Particular requirement for Kitchen
machines.
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Standards Development Work Programme 2012-2014
Standards for the following will be developed by the SLBS during the course of 2012-14
• Specification for diesel [Stage 30]
• 2) Energy efficiency labelling of fluorescent lamps [Stage 40]
• 3) Energy efficiency labelling of incandescent lamps [Stage 40]
• 4) Energy efficiency labelling of air condition units [Stage 20]
• 5) Code of good practice for beauty and wellness facilities[Stage 20]
• 6) Standards for Children’s Homes [Stage 20]
• 7) Code of practice for product Recall [under revision- [Stage 50]
• 8) General Requirements for Tourist Accommodation [Stage 40]
• 9) Specification for Early Childhood Education [Stage 30]
• 10) Specification for Ice Cream [Stage 30]
• 11) Code of Practice for inspection garages [Stage 20]
• 12) Specification for unleaded petrol [Stage 20]
• 13) Labelling of Garments and Textiles [Stage 20]
• 14) Specification for Sweet and Bitter Cassava [Stage 30]
• 15) Specification for Cucumbers [Stage 30]
• 16) Specification for Lettuce [Stage 30]
New areas for development
• 1) Energy efficiency labeling of washing machines
• 2) Code of Practice for inspection garages
• 3) Specification for unleaded petrol
• 4) Specification for Electric Cables [NWIP -CRS]
• 5) Energy efficiency labelling of refrigerators
• 6) Standards for labeling of garments and textiles
a. Care Labelling of Garments
b. Labelling of Footwear
c. Labelling of all Products manufactured from textiles
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• 7) New agricultural produce standards for Certification of selected agricultural products,
			 poultry, meat and fish
• a. Specification for Tania
• b. Specification for Yellow Yam
• c. Specification for Lisbon Yam
• d. Specification for Cantaloupe
• e. Specification for Sweet Potato
• f. Specification for Carrots
• g. Specification for Cocoa and Cocoa Beans
• h. Specification for Fresh Corn on the Cob

Withdrawn and Replaced Standards
WITHDRAWN STANDARD
SLNS/ ISO 8601 2000
SLNS/ISO 9000 2000
SLNS/ISO 14001 1996
SLNS/ISO 14004:1996
SLNS/ ISO 15189-1 2003
SLNS/ISO 8124-1 2000
SLNS/ISO 8124-2 1994
SLNS/BS EN 60598 1 1997
ASTM F 770-93
SLNS/ASTM F 853 -04
SLNS/ASTM F846-92
SLNS ASTM F747 – 97
SLNS/ ISO 14010: 1996
SLNS/ ISO 14011: 1996
SLNS/ISO 14012: 1996

IN
2004
2005
2006
2004
2007
2009
2007
2007
2006
2005
2009
2002
2002
2002

REPLACED BY
SLNS/ ISO 8601 2004
SLNS/ISO 9000 2005
SLNS/ISO 14001 2004
SLNS/ISO 14004:2004
SLNS/ ISO 15189-1 2007
SLNS/ISO 8124-1 2009
SLNS/ISO 8124-2- 2007
SLNS/BS EN 60598 1 – 2008
ASTM F 770-06
SLNS/ASTM F 853 -05
SLNS/ASTM F846-92 (2009)
SLNS ASTM F747 –06
SLNS /ISO 19011 2002
SLNS /ISO 19011 2002
SLNS /ISO 19011 2002

List of titles of standards withdrawn,, the year of withdrawal, and the standards replacing them.
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Subject Index
						

A		

Accommodation (hotel)				
Advertising					
Alcohol (Rum)					
Avocadoes					
Aggregates					
Aggregates for concrete –Determination of
Bulk Density					
Amusement Rides
Standard Specification for Physical Information
to be provided for Amusement Rides		
Standard Practice for Maintenance
Procedures for Amusement Rides and Devices
Standard Guide for Inspection of
Amusement Rides and Devices			
Standard Guide for testing Performance of
Amusement Rides and devices			
Standard Practice for Design and Manufacture of
Patron Directed, Artificial Climbing Walls, Dry
Slide, Coin Operated and Purposeful Water
Immersion Amusement Rides and Devices and
Air- supported Structures 			
Standard Terminology Relating to Amusement
Rides and Devices				
Standard practice for Operation Procedure for
Amusement Rides and Devices 			
Practice for Quality, Manufacture, and
Construction of Amusement Rides and Devices
Standard Practice for Design of Amusement
Rides and Devices 				

B		

Biscuits 					
Bleach 					
Blocks (hollow concrete) 			
Bottled Water
				
Breadfruit
			
Brewery Products 				
Brown Sugar
				
Bread						
Bakeries						

C

Carbonated Beverages
Canned Vegetables
			
Chicken 					
Chlorine 					
Christmas Tree Lighting
			
Cocoa Products
				
Coconut Oil
				
Concrete Blocks 				
Concrete-Classification by compressive strength.
Cooking Margarine
			
Cosmetics
				
Crotons 					

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

Reference #

			

Page

SLNS 22:2003			
SLNS 40: 2001			
SLNS 12: 2003			
SLNS 34: 2001			
SLNS 70:2006			

12
16
7
14
21

SLNS/ISO 6782:1982		

29

SLNS/ASTM F698-94		

44

SLNS/ASTM F853-05		

44

SLNS/ASTM F893-05A		

44

SLNS/ASTM F846-92		

45

SLNS/ASTM F1159-03 		

45

SLNS/ASTM F747-06		

45

SLNS/ASTM F770-06		

46

SLNS/ASTM F1193-06		

46

SLNS/ASTM F2291-05		

48

SLNS 4:1992			
SLNS 29:1997			
SLNS 30:1997			
SLNS 13: 2005			
SLNS 38: 2001			
SLNS 77:2003			
SLNS 23:1996
		
SLNS 66:2005			
SLCP 8:2006			

5
13
13
8
15
22
12
20
6

SLNS 79:2004			
SLNS 14:1992			
SLNS 31:1997			
SLNS 29:1997			
SLNS 51: 2002			
SLNS 20:1995			
SLNS 11:1992			
SLNS 30:1997			
SLNS/ISO3893:1977		
SLNS 1:1992			
SLNS 5:1992			
SLNS 16:1992			

22
18
14
13
18
10
7
13
29
5
6
8
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D		

Dasheen 					
Date and Time Representation
		
Decorative Lighting and Outfits
		
Detergent
				

E		

Environmental Management Systems (Auditing)
Environmental Management (General Guidelines)
Environmental Management (Specification for Use)
Environmental Labels & declarations
(General Principles)
			
Environmental Labels &Declarations – Type 1
environmental Labelling – Principles & procedures
Electrical Appliances (Labelling of Domestic)		
Electrical Appliances (General Requirements)
Electrical Appliances(Particular Requirements
for Instantaneous Water Heaters)
		
Electrical Appliances (Safety requirements of
electric irons)

F		

Food and Beverage Preparation
		
Food Hygiene
				
Foods (Preparation and Sale of Street Vended)
Fans (Household and Similar Electrical Appliances
Particular Requirements) 			
Furniture
				
Fresh Produce			
Avocadoes
			
Breadfruit
			
Coconut 				
Dasheen 				
Eddoes 				
Ginger 				
Golden Apples
			
Hot Peppers
			
Mango 				
Papaya		
			
Passion Fruit
			
Plantain 				
Pumpkin
			
Soursop 				
Watermelon
			
Waternut
			
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables(Packaging and
Transport)
				
Fresh Produce(Good Agricultural Practices for the
production)
			
Fluorescent Lamps
			
Fused plugs and switched and unswitched socket
outlets(Specification for 13A)
		

G		

Gerberas 					
Ground Transportation
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SLNS 39: 2001			
SLNS/ISO 8601: 2004		
SLNS 51: 2002			
SLNS 26:1996			

15
30
18
13

SLNS/ISO 19011:2002		
SLNS/ISO 14004: 2004		
SLNS/ISO 14001:2004		

35
32
32

SLNS/ISO 14020:2000		

33

SLNS/ISO 14024:1999		
SLNS 53:2002			
SLNS/BS EN 60335-1:2005

33
19
37

SLNS/BS EN 60335-2-35: 2005

38

SLNS/IEC 60335-2-3:2002		

42

SLNS 75: 2003			
SLCP 1:1995
		
SLCP 5:2005			

22
26
27

SLNS/BS EN 60335-2- 80:2005
SLNS 48:2006			

38
18

SLNS 34: 2001			
SLNS 38: 2001			
SLNS 64:2001			
SLNS 39: 2001			
SLNS 63:2001			
SLNS 62:2001			
SLNS 60:2001			
SLNS 35: 2001			
SLNS 36: 2001			
SLNS 59:2001			
SLNS 58:2001			
SLNS 37: 2001			
SLNS 57:2001			
SLNS 56:2001			
SLNS 55: 2001			
SLNS 61:2001			

14
15
20
15
20
20
20
15
15
19
19
15
19
19
19
20

SLCP 6: 2006			

27

SLCP 7:2006			
SLNS 90:2011			

27
25

SLNS/BS 1363:1984

36

SLNS 15: 1992			
SLNS 74:2006			

8
21
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H		

Hotel Accommodation				

I		

Icing Sugar
				
Irons
					
Incandescent Lamps
			
Information and Documentation – Records
Management (Pt.1: General)
		

K		

Ketchup 					

SLNS 22:2003			

12

SLNS 24:1996			
SLNS/IEC 60335-2-3:2002		
SLNS 91:2011			

12
44
25

SLNS/ISO 15489-1:2001		

34

SLNS 32: 2000			

14

SLNS 33: 2001			

14		

SLNS 18 Pt.1: 1993		
SLNS 53:2002
		
SLNS 18 Pt.3: 1997		
SLNS 18 Pt.2: 1993		
SLNS 28: 1997			
SLNS 17: 1992			
SLNS 48:2006			
SLNS 81:2006			

9
19
10
9
13
9
18
24

SLNS 47:2011			

18

SLNS/BS EN 60598-1:2008		

37

SLNS/BS EN 60598-2-20:1998

37

L		

Labelling		
Brewery Products		
		
Labelling of Commodities, General
	  Requirements				
Labelling of Domestic Electrical Appliances
Labelling of Pre-packaged Foods
Labelling of Pre-packaged Goods
Pesticides and other Toxic Chemicals
Retail Packages of Cigarettes		
Labelling of Furniture
		
Labelling of Plywood
   	 Requirements for the marking and labelling
of Gas Cylinders				
Luminaires
		 Luminaries part 1 – General
		 Requirements
			
		 Luminaries – Particular requirements
Lighting Chains 			
Liquefied Petroleum Gases (LPG)

Inspection, testing and re-qualification of
portable containers for LPG		
SLNS 44:2006			
Filling, handling, storage, transportation
and location of portable cylinders for LPG SLNS 43:2006			
Specification for Liquefied Petroleum Gases SLNS 76:2011			

M		

Matches 					
Mango 					
Margarine
				
Milk (Whole Cow’s)
			
Medical Laboratories
			
Microwave Ovens				

17
17
22

CCS 45:2006			
SLNS 36: 2001			
SLNS 1:1992			
SLNS 27:1996			
SLNS/ISO 15189:2007		
SLNS/IEC 60335-2-25:2002		

43
15
5
13
33
42

		

SLNS 46: 2002			

17

Pasta 						
Peppers (hot)
				
Plantain 					
Product Recall
				
Plywood 					

SLNS 19:2004			
SLNS 35: 2001			
SLNS 37: 2001			
SLCP 3:2011			
SLNS 81:2006			

10
15
15
26
24

N		

National Standards Development

P		

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards
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Paints		
Interior & Exterior Emulsion Flat
Interior & Exterior Oil Modified Alkyd
Methods of Tests
			

SLNS 6:1992			
SLNS 7:1992			
SLNS 8:1992			

Plugs and Sockets – Outlets for household & Similar
Purposespt.1 –General Requirements
SLNS/IEC 60884-1:2004-2006
Plugs and Socket – Outlets for household purposes
Pt.2-1 Particular Requirements for fused plugs.
SLNS/IEC 60884 2-1:1997
Plugs and Socket –Outlets for household purposes
Pt.2-1 Particular Requirements for adaptors.
SLNS/IEC 60884 2-5:1995		

6
6
6
41
41
41

Q

Quality Management		
Quality Management Systems –
Fundamentals and Vocabulary		
SLNS/ISO 9000:2005		
Quality Management Systems – Guidelines
for Performance Improvement		
SLNS/ISO 9004:2000		
Quality Management Systems – Requirements SLNS/ISO 9001:2008		

31
32
31

R		

Records Management		
Information & Documentation - General
Information & Documentation - Guidelines
Recreational Water Quality			
Rice							
Rum 						

S		

Shortening
				
Soap (Toilet & Laundry)
			
Spices & Sauces 				
Steel Bars
				
Steel Nails
				
Sugar		
Brown 						
Icing 						
White 						
Safety of power transformers, power supply units
& similar devices(general requirements & test)
Safety of transformers, reactors, power supply units
& similar products for supply voltages up to 1100V.
Particular requirements & tests for auto transformers
& power supply units incorporating auto
transformers.
				
Safety of household & similar electrical appliances
pt.2 – Particular requirements for kitchen machines

T		

Toilet Soap					
Toilet Tissue		
Roll Form, Single Ply			
Roll Form, Two Ply				
Tourism Ground Transportation
		
Tour Operators(Inbound) 			
Tour Guides
			
Toys		
Safety Aspects Related to Mechanical &
Physical Properties				
Flammability				
Migration of Certain Elements		
Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

SLNS/ISO 15489-1:2001		
SLNS/ISO 15489-2: 2001		
SLNS 83:2010 			
SLNS 69: 2003			
SLNS 12:2003			

34
37
24
21
7

SLNS 2:1992			
SLNS 3:1992			
SLNS 21:1995			
SLNS 71: 2003			
SLNS 80:2005			

5
5
11
21
23

SLNS 23: 1996			
SLNS 24:1996			
SLNS 25:1996			

12
12
12

SLNS/BS EN 61558-1:2005		

39

SLNS/BSEN 61558-2-13:2009

40

SLNS/IEC 60335 2-14:2006		

42

SLNS 3: 1992			

5

SLNS 9 Pt. 1 : 1992		
SLNS 9 Pt. 2 : 1992		
SLNS 74:2006			
SLCP 12:2011			
SLCP 11:2011			

6
6
21
28
28

SLNS/ISO 8124-1:2009		
SLNS/ISO 8124-2:2007		
SLNS/ISO 8124-3:1997		

29
29
30
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Tyres		
Pneumatic Tyres for Passenger Cars		
Pneumatic Tyres for non-passenger Cars
Storage of tyres, inner tubes and flaps		

V		

Vegetables (Canned)				

W		

Water (Bottled)					
Wheat Flour					
White Sugar					

Saint Lucia Bureau of Standards

SLNS 41: 2001			
SLNS 42:2005			
SLCP 9:2006			

16
16
27

SLNS 14: 1992			

8

SLNS 13: 2006			
SLNS 10:1992			
SLNS 25:1996			

8
7
12
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Tel: (758) 4530049, 4560546

Fax: (758) 4523561

MISSION STATEMENT

To advance the improvement of the
economy of Saint Lucia and the
quality of life of its people by promoting
quality, standardization and metrology.
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